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Commission says Rallying support
parents entitled to
quality child care
By Leah Pels
Daily stall writer
Child ,.ire is en an important
econonn, issue a, Nell l.’s a political
one. act oidine hi speakers at a conference this Neck
"Patent, ale asking for quality
child ewe to he av ailahle and affor
dable so that the can he a part of the
workforce. . said Phyllis Eversole, a
community care licensing manager.
Eversole and other representatives
from govemment agencies and private companies presented possible
solutions to the problem of providing
accessible child care.
The conference. titled "Making
Child Care Happen. The Child Care
Challenge. vv;is piesented by the
Callii,1111;1C01111111,1011 MI the Status
of Women Oct. 3-5
In 1986. 58 percent in all children
under 18 had parents who work,
according to the U.S. Bureau of the
Census
old v III percent of the jobs in
Allier ICA pa f enimyli to ,upport a
family. said lack Halley .a speaker
from the Senate Ill lice ui Research.
the hes’
’Site
h with

’Parents are asking
for quality child
care to be available
and affordable.’
Phyllis

Eversole,

community care
licensing manager
the elderly and the worst job with
young families," Hailey said.
Hailey emphasized the importance
of government taking increased financial responsibility for child care.
even to the point of raising taxes.
"These folks are not in the workforce to he selfish, and they are not
having children to be selfish," he
said. "As a species we need children
and we want children. We have a social contract with parents and this
contract is called government."
Hailey agreed with a recent
See CHILDCARE, hack page

Ride-sharing party
to help commuters
Itt Dan Turner
till writer
Frustrated commuters can blow
off steam and explore alternative
forms of transportation at a free ride sharing party today in Morgan Hill.
The event, sponsored by the Santa
Transportation
Clara
(*outity
Agenc% . us pait ilt an effort to reduce
traffic on Iliglivtal. 101.
"We ’%e !linked that people from
the south liay area counties aren’t
carpooliny is ouch as people from
other areas... said Diego Tenieu, ol
the transportais,11 dyelley. ’The goal
of the party us to into, in people about
the alternatives to single -occupant
S chit (Me of the main options is proh% Rides for Bay Area Commute’
1 unded by CalTrans, the organi/ation uses a compute, database to
help people form i Mesh:1ring group,.
Commute’ %XI CHILI the database or
get a mai, ii st it potential carpool
partners at the pail
The agent va ill o ter free refreshment, at !oda% ’s e%ent imd a ill hold
drau my, hit limbo
related ’it/es. 511,:h as a Ili speed hit it.. a hot lit balloon ride and a
son v Sit alkinan
I t eninal v CalTrain may extend
t),iI

Task force
finds need
for housing
ItsNiary Hayes
Daily staff wrot.,
.isf Force on Hous
The May,,
ing will recommend that the San
Jose City Council support the devel
opment of low income housing, task
force member. said.
’Hie task Mice. created last fall.
has 1i:semi:lied San Jose’s housiny
needs I he glom% %%ill present its rec
ommendations to the council 9:30
a.m. today and in a public hearing
on Oct. 25.
The state requires that 20 percent
of redevelopment funds he ear
marked for low- and moderate -in
come housing The task force will
recommend a re -division of those
housing funds.
Currently . 50 percent of those
binds fuhsidue moderate -income
housing tv ith the other half supporting Ii in ncome housing
The IC, i/111111eIldell ills Iti1011 is 60
pert ent lit sets loss Income, 25 per
cent to Ii in int-iime and 15 percent to
moderate income
Ws hard to come up with any
other conclusion when 21.000 peo
ple in San Jose ale paying attire than
40 percent of then income for hous
Mg." said task toice member Bob
he council will not
Brim ristem
S e, //Of ’SING, buck puke

Kara Natali Daily

staff photogral.,.,

Supporters for Republican congressional candidate Luke Sommer show their support by carrying signs at his speech

Candidate and crowd clash
over apartheid, abortion

to Gilroy and Morgan Hill, according to Temeus. The agency has studied this possibility and will have its
results at the party.
Keith Opalewski of SJST1’ s Office
of Traffic and Parking Operation,
said students can enter the carpooling database through his office. So
far, though, student response to carpooling has been negative.
"We’ve only got 45 people in our
database." Opalewski said.
The
database
has
steadily
dwindled over the past four years for
several reasons.
It is difficult for students and faculty to find people with matching
schedules. Also, lower gas prices in
recent years have decreased the incentive to share transportation.
Opalewski said.
"Ridesharing is a tough sale these
days,
Opalewski said. "People
prefer to drive alone."
The traffic office is located on the
ground floor of the Seventh Street
parking garage. Besides carpooling
information, students can obtain
bus, light rail and train schedules
there.
The 101 commuter party will take
place from 3 to 7 p.m. today at the
Golden Oak restaurant in Morgan
Hill

By Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer
Republican congressional candidate Luke Sommer spoke to a
rowdy crowd of about 70 SJSU
students Wednesday afternoon in
the Amphitheater.
Sonuner
is
campaigning
against
Democrat
incumbent
Norm Mineta for the 13th District
seat. Mineta has held the position
for 14 years, winning the last two
elections by a 2-1 ratio.
"Mineta is entitled to retirement." Sommer said. "I’m here
to do it."
Mineta was invited to the
event, hut could not attend because he’s in Congress until Friday.
Hecklers and supporters voiced
their opinions as Sommer tried to
voice his.
The Amphitheater was covered
with campaign posters. The red,
white, blue and yellow signs
spelled out student support for,
"Sommer,’’ "Bush-Quayle’’and
"Dukakis -Reinsert

Throughout his speech and a
question and answer period.
Sommer competed with the loud
audience, sometimes yelling to
complete his thoughts.
Sommer’s supporters were not
daunted by the protesters.
"1 think it went great," said
Mark Kenworthy, a junior majoring in political science. "It
started off slow. but once he got
into the issues, especially his philosophy he told the students not
just what, but why."
Kenworthy was particularly
impressed by Sommer’s views on
South Africa. Sommer said he
was against apartheid, but he disagreed with Congress’ method of
protest.
’The legislation Congress enacted was ally stnal,’’ Sommer
said. "We shouldn’t divest, we
should reinvest.
"The goal was good. The
means to achieve the end failed."
Sommer said the black people
in South Africa suffered from the
Si, .1 MD(
. /we ft)

Republican candidate Luke Sommer speaks at SI1

Coping with the past

Let’s eat

Vietnam war still real for veteran

Greg Walton - Daily staff photographer
Paul Feyen, a representative for Prentice Hall Publishing, enjoys
the International Food Fair. See story on page 8.

a

By Lorraine Morgan
Daily staff writer
While William Steffens talked. a
couple of kids slammed their skate
boards on the bench where he sat,
The thought of retaliation crossed
his mind as he trembled v, ith anger.
Rut Steffens, a behavioral [Is%
chology student, is through vt
fighting. His war, the one in Viet
nam. was over long ago.
It has been 20 years since the
Vietnam War, but Steffens. along
with many other veterans, continue
to fight a war that still rages in their
minds.
Many of them suffer from post traumatic stress disorder, a condition
where repressed emotions can later
turn to anger. Nut only veterans, hut
also victims of rape, disasters and
other tragedies experience this delayed reaction.
Steffens is still trying to put his
life back together. He is a Vietnam
combat veteran.
"People used to look at me and
were scared because there was anger
in my eyes," Steffens said as he lit
up a cigarette. "It really gets
obscene when you know what goes
on with Vietnam veterans "
One of the many issues concerning veterans today is that they
haven’t been compensated for the
consequences of the stress disorder
Many of the homeless and crimi
nals in prison are victims ot the Viet -

’People used to look at me and were
scared because there was anger in my
eyes.’
William Steffens.
behavioral psychology student

nam war, af fording to the Vietnam
Veterans Outreach Center. They are
victims w ho were never taught how
to readiust to society.
"I thought, back then, it was in
duty and responsibility as a soldier to
fight for our country." Steffens said.
"But when someone Ines to kill
you, it’s mil lust that ’good old apple
pie am more
Steffens volunteered in I 9(,h At
that time, he considered himself a
professional soldier. After volunteering twice more. Steffens was
medically discharged in 1974, due to
severe emotional trauma
’It got to the point where I was
trigger happy.** Steffens said. "We
were trained to kill hased on someone’s behavior. That’s extreillelyvi
olent In civilian Me, I responded
aggressively when confronted in a

threatening way ow I still have
that feeling. hut I lust d, to I read
Steffens recalls a nine w hen he
watched the Vietnam Wai movie
"Platoon" and him the sound of
licopters immediatelv rattled 1111111
He still has problem% when he’s
caught in a confined place iii w hen
someone walks behind him When
people surround hum in a glitters
store, he quietly panics and leases
the %tore.
Ftu 19 years, he kept e% periencing
emotions of anxiety . depression and
isolation.
He married once. m 1968, hut the
marriage lasted only a year !weans’:
he couldn’t handle the immiat v He
divorced and chose to go hick to
war.
See kl.TERAN, bock Nee
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’YES’ may not
be the answer
to turn the table, on the Democrats.
George Bush is proposing a social program
aimed at the poor and disadvantaged
.1
group commonly targeted by liberals.
His $100 million proposal titled Youth Engaged in tier% ik:e (YES) aims at helping the
poor by establishing a nationw ide network oh
high school volunteers who travel into the depressed areas ol the cities to aid social programs. In addition.
Bush would conEditorial
sider giving high
school credits to
participating students. He feels this will help
increase student response to the proposal.
On the surface, YES is sound. The cost to
the government is reasonable when compared
to other social programs. In fact, the proposal
calls or matching private sector funds for
everv dollar the government allocates. It provides help where it’s needed on a personal
level. YES might even narrow the gap of mistrust between the social classes h making students understand the problems of the poor on a
day-to-day basis.
However. there is a danger the program
might he a facade. As good as the idea sounds.
it could he nothing more than an attempt to
shield the glaring cuts to social programs during the Reagan administration. To make this
program work, it must complement increased
social programs, not replace them.
The public must closely examine the issue
beltire it decides to vote YES.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments. criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community.
Letters must hear the writer’s name.
major. phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente] Hall or
to the Student Union informaihm desk.

01C1i0t4A4ZY DEFNMON OF LIB -ER -AL: BELONG-NG- lb 114E PEOPLE,
FREE, CvNINCT FIZEELY, GENEROUS, 1OLE-RAN:37

Letters to the Editor
Murillo doing job
ldit
ould like to take this opportunin, to respond to the recent article
regarding A.S. Controller Mark Murillo and his alleged "neglect of duties... Mr. Murillo has been responsive to the needs of the A.S.
Program Board. I do not anticipate
any changes in this positive
relationship in the future. It was misleading for Spartan Daily staff writer
1.isa Hannon to imply that the Program Board has had problems u oh
Mr. Murillo.
Kari Peterson
Executh e Director.
A.S. Program Board

Student remembered
Fdii,,,.
On Monday. Oct. 3 SJSU lost Ingrid Schumacher, one of its finer
students who was majoring in Physical Education. Last year when my
daughter. Caroline. was a freshman
at Prospect High School. Ingrid was
her junior varsity basketball coach.
That was Ingrid’s third year of
coaching at Prospect, and she was a
mere 21 years old.
Ingrid starred in basketball at
Westmont High School, here she
broke a record by scoring 28 points
in one game. She decided to teach
high school girls what she knew
about basketball. And that’s just
valat she did.
She taught her team over 20 deferisie plays, and the team delighted
in ‘A\ itching from /one to man-toman defense in the flutter of an eyelash. %1 fide throwing the opposing
team oft the track. Ingrid gave these
nos ice basketball players sonic real
skills and an arena in which to excel
.0 them

The Presicient iai

bebate

would gladly give information about
Bush’s local appearances to the
Daily. The question is. have you
even tried to contact them?
Just because the Daily is being run
by Democrats isn’t an excuse for biased, one sided reporting. A person
reading only the Daily might think
Dukakis is leading this race, when,
in fact. Rush is ahead by 7 percentage points in the latest poll.
Part of sour responsibility as journalists is to present your readers with
balanced. fitr, unbiased reporting
You are dci ititeR failing in this. Be
hese a in not, there are people on
this campus who would like to read
about Bush. too. I know I would.
It you want to flaunt Dukakis,
lease it on your Forum page because
Daily leaning left
that’s v, hat it’s for. Meanks tole, try
to tip the scales toward equality and
O. K.. Spartan Dal . enough is give Bush equal time.
Karen Deren/i
enough. For the past six weeks. I
Senior
have watched you flaunt Democratic
Journalism
presidential candidate Michael Dukakis across your pages.
Not only have you featured two
prominent pictures of him on youi Start building down
front page. you have had several top lid Om
stories about Dukakis and his supThey sat shuffling old-tashioned
porters as well.
ditto sheets in the high school classAll this I have handled. but 11111’ room I was I ,h+erving. The teacher
story in the (kt. 4 issue ("SJSI’ stu- turned to us and said, "not enough
dents assist Dukakis in San Fran- money for a Xerox."
cisco appearance) really got to me.
Between 1981 and 1988 we have
Are you even aware there is another spent $20,(xX) per family on deone fense. (About S200 dollars a month.)
race
in
this
candidate
equally, if not better, qualified than Are %se any safer today then we were
Dukakis to run this country? Do you eight years ago? In a time of infreremember Republican candidate quently heard national debate and of
George Bush?
a changing international situation.
About two weeks ago. Bush also the subject of strategic arms control
made an appearance in San Fran- must become serious. Debate must
cisco. but the Daily didn’t even not hecoilie cosmetic or media
bother to cover it. Why? I’ve been ’fluff
told by people on your staff it’s beArms debate should focus on
cause Bush hasn’t set up a local cam- building down or mutually verifiable
paign headquarters.
arms reduction. Start by not deploy.
I’m sure the College Republicans ing the new American’ Trident or the
new Russian’ submarines. Focus the
debate on arms reduction and restructuring our economy. In San
Jose we could restructure the local
econonis \k oh tax credits and money
for job ii .t
John Marienthal
Graduate Student
Secondary Education

Last season, with the support Mothers, such as her mother and her
brother. Ingrid took video shots of
each game. Hours were spent splicing film to individuali/e the video
for each player: then, shots of various games where this particular
player was highlighted. tol lowed.
Most Saturdays in the off-season.
Ingrid could be found practicing
with her team at the Prospect gym.
She accomplished a great deal in her
short life. I am very grateful for my
daughter’s privilege in having had
Ingrid for a role model.
Rose Allen
Sophomore
Nursing

Students ’left’ out
Editor.
I am greatly concerned about what
appears to he partisan reporting on
the part of the staff of the Spartan

The Vice

-presjential Debate

BENTSEN

me Voter’s D ebate
nflNW
E

Matters

MiACNRIN ,
eR TYLENOL’)

On a campus that is about one
quarter business students, it would
seem that there must he one or two
people around campus who are not
for solving this country’s problems
by throwing money around. which
historically has been the Democratic
solution.
As a card-carrying member of the
solidly middle class silent majority.’
have a great deal of difficulty understanding why anyone would vote for
Mc governor of the home state ot
Ted Kennedy. Tip O’Neil
the
only state in the union that elected
icorge McGovern.
I don’t think the majority of people in Massachusetts seem to be
qualified to pick my next president.
Their voting record is not mainstream America.
In any event, perhaps the Spartan
Daily should reassess its editorial
bent and report the news of the day
with a little more neutral perspec
tive. Your politics are glaringly obvious.
Marcia M. liolstrom
Sophomore
Public Relations

A walk on the primal side
I have always adocated outlawing the
seemingly senseless and cruel sport of boxing.
But I really wanted to understand what motivates men to beat each other’s brains out, and
what causes others to cheer them on.
Well. I got my first taste of it Friday night.
The event took place at a luxurious hotel.
Ironically. it was benefit for the the family of
Rico Velasqueza local 22-year-old boxer
who died in the ring last month.
I attended with a boxing-enthusiast
sportswriter. In our red velvet ring-side seats,
we saw every punch and jab each match had
to offer.
The room was filled with well -dressed
people who had paid between $21 and $31.
About 10 percent of the onlookers were
women, dressed mostly in black evening wear
with glittery baubles. A few children ran
around the back of the carpeted conference
room while babies sat quietly on their parents’
laps.
The first bout featured "Loverboy" Lopez
and Mario Lozano.
"Loverboy" came to the ring in a flowing
pink satin robe. He removed it to reveal a
small, tight. muscular build and pink satin
shorts with "Loverboy" emblazoned across his
waistband.
He smiled at me through the ropes. and I
was charmed. 1 wanted him to win.
When the bell sounded, the two fighters
began circling each other. Tentatively at first,
and then furiously, they exchanged punches so
fast. I missed some of them by blinking.
The fighting precise and controlled, but
the audience wasn’t. They yelled and
screamed whenever a fighter gained the
upperhand.
Whenever the staccato punches forced a
man into the ropes. the spectators couldn’t
stay in their seats.
They yelled in English and Spanish to
their man. "Vamonos. vamonos!" and, "Get in
there!"
But then the round ended and the real
excitement began for the men in the crowd. A
pretty blond with long curly hair walked
around the ring in a pink leotard.
The men hooted and howled and she held
a placard announcing the next round. One
man made a loud kissing sound each time she
passed his side of the ring.
The second round ended quickly.
Loverboy lost momentum as Lorenzo
kept driving at him. Bash! bam! pow!
Lorenzo slugged away and "Loverboy" faded.
It was obvious that "Loverboy" didn’t
know where he was. He slumped against the
ropes and the referee protected him from his
raging opponent.
I could see his face over the official’s
shoulder. His eyes seemed to roll around like
detached tetherballs in a playground.
A white towel floated through the air, and
the match ended.
"Guys with cute shorts don’t usually do
well," explained my sportswriter friend.
The evening continued and the next fighters continued to fall..
It was like Romans throwing Christians to
the lions. But 1 got caught up in it. It was like
a drug.
I felt myself leaning forward, cringing
less, moving my shoulders in sync with the
fighters.
I felt the rise and fall of adrenaline coursing through my body.
And I left purged yet bewildered. It was
an ugly yet no less human side of me.
An elegant French woman in the audience
explained it this way: "I like the excitement
and the atmosphere. It’s alive."
1 won’t begin lobbying for the sport, but
I won’t push for its demise, either.
Now. I have a pair of miniature boxing
gloves hanging from my rear-view mirror.
And just a bit less disgust for the brutal and.
in the case of Rico Velasquez, fatal sport.

Dani Parkin is the Political Editor.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A hi monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice will
he your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should he typed, double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name. major or occupation. address and
phone number.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Hemel Hall.
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Talking Heads
Do you ever feel unsafe on campus?

April Franklin, Graduate,
Social Work: Sure. Well. 1
didn t until I started hearing these
two girls were raped in Washburn
Hall
that’s where I lived. I
didn’t want to pay the $81, so I
park three or four blocks away. It
I want to go out. I’m so afraid, I
just wait until the next day to do
it.

4ht.
II

ear
Michele Euruichi, Senior.
Journalism: Daytime no. nighttime yes, because of the people
around in the area. Before they
had the masked rapist. My
brother went here and he told me
if I ever take night classes not to
walk alone.

Its

KZ/

ig

his

John :lover, Senior, Business: No, aot myself. It’s just because of my physical stature I
don’t feel ntimidated. I’ve lived
in the dorms for three and a half
years.

Coroner’s ’homework’ breaks no laws
RIVERSIDE (API - Two River+ide County deputy coroners broke
no laws by taking their autopsy work
home with them, according to a preliminary investigation, but the new
homeowners who discovered the
pair’s "homework" remained furious.
Alendra and Brad Birdsall were
placed on administrative leave pending the outcome of further investigation into Sunday’s discovery of
about 25 boxes and bags of human
tissue and body parts at their former

home
Mark and Gail McClure, the firsttime homeowners who found the
containers, said Monday they no
longer want the Dewey Avenue
house and are contacting an attorney.
"I’m angry and sick over this."
McClure said. "We want to move as
soon as possible.’’
-When I die, I want to be cremated," Gail McClure added. "I
don’t want my body parts floating
around mmiebody’s back yard."

The disco:ry of about 25 boxes
and hags of human tissue by the new
owners of the couple’s house is not
expected to affect criminal cases or
past cause -of-death rulings. Coroner
Raymond Carrillo said Monday
A Riverside Health Department
spokesman said the tissue samples
would present no risk of spreading
disease if they were preserved in formaldehyde, as coroner’s officials reported.
Don Cavallo, chief of health intormation services, said the depart-

ment Oh. ill refer the matter to the
county district attorneys office for
investigation. however.
"I think the first step is to find out
it there were any code violations involved, he said.
Police Sgt. Mike Wilson said
"(although) It may seem strange to
some people, we can find no violation of law .’
The Birdsalls had been sectioning
tissue samples to be autopsied at
Reference Laboratories of Colton,
said Carrillo.

SpartaGuide
p.m., Aviation Ikpartment Room
109. For information call 286-3161.
Women Interested in Greek Life:
Bake Sale. 8:30
S.U. Amphitheater.
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronauts: Meeting. 12:30
p.m., Lngineering Building Room
TODAY
301.
American Red Cross: Blood Drive, Hoover Hall: Car wash, $3. noon -4
10 a.m.-3 p.m., Student Union. For p.m.. Seventh and San Carlos
streets. For infomiation call 924information call 924-7907.
8381.
Ski Club: Meeting, 7:30 p.m.. S.U.
Umunhum Room. For information Graduate Students Association:
Bake Sale, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Maccall 288-9880.
Quarrie Hall lobby.
Amnesty International: Meeting,
7:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. Pre-Medical Association: Speaker.
"AIDS in society." 1:30 p.m..
For information call 924-7931.
Duncan Hall Room 345. For inforFencing Club: Meeting. 8 p.m.,
mation call 978-5197.
Spartan Complex Room 89. For inEdessa: Meeting, 2:30 p.m.. S.U.
formation call 286-1995.
Pacheco Room. For information call
Clark Library: Tours. 11:30 a.m.
268-5821
and 1:30 p.m., Clark Library. For
information call 924-2752.
FRIDAY
Botany Club: Meeting. 1:30 p.m.. Career Planning and Placement:
Duncan Hall Room 344.
Career opportunities for civil engiRahal Club: Meeting. 7:30 p.ni., neers. 2 p.m.. S.U. Umunhum
S.U. Almaden Room.
Room. For information call 924Career Planning and Placement: 6033.
Co-op orientation. 12:30 p.m.. S.U.
$UNDAY
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Track Club: Short run and meeting.
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting, 7:30 5:30 p.m., South Campus Offices.

SpartaCiuide is a daily calendar
br SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall Room :NM, but
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s pub/ha.
I((i?lib 1101111.

Room. For information call 2921197

For information call 971-8764 or
779-3925

TUESDAY

MONDAY
Career Manning and Placement:
Interview preparation, 2:30 p.m.,
S.U. Almaden Room. For information call 924-6033.
Intercultural Steering Committee:
Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco

COME

Marketing Club: Speaker, Bob
Les in of New Horizons Executive
Search. "Creative networking for a
job." 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 2813161.
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Petra Klostermann, Senior,
Journalism: No, I don’t. I’m
from Germany, I’ve been here for
four weeks. I realize that there is
a university police so I feel safe.
And the blue phones as well.

Id
le

AIDS children improve with AZT
BOSTON (AP) Children with
AIDS improve dramatically when
given the drug AZT, regaining lost
intelligence, speech and the ability
to walk, according to a study.
However, the drug does not cure
the disease, and children continue to
die despite the treatment, researchers
said.
The results of the research were
widely publicized when presented at
an international AIDS meeting in
Stockholm in June. A detailed report
on the treatment was published in
Thursday’s New England Journal of
Medicine.
HIV, the AIDS virus, destroys the
body’s immune system and damages
the brain. In children, these neurological problems are particularly severe. Youngsters’ intelligence falls.
and they often lose their ability to
walk and talk.
The drug AZT. also known as it-

id

dovudine or Retrovir, is already the
mainstay of treatment for adults with
AIDS. In the latest study, doctors
gave the medicine to 21 AIDS victims who ranged from age I to 12.
Of these, 62 percent had clear evidence of brain damage caused by
HIV, and every one improved.
Overall. IQ scores rose 15 points,
and in some cases the youngsters’ intelligence returned to the level before they got sick.
The study by Dr. Philip A. Pizzo
and colleagues from the National
Cancer Institute concluded that AZT
produced "consistent and dramatic
improvement in symptoms."
The IQ of an 11 -year-old boy had
fallen from 99 to 71 after the start of
AIDS symptoms. Within nine
months of getting AZT, his IQ was
back to 99.
Even those with no obvious brain
damage showed increases in IQ.
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YOUR TERM P41DER IS DUE!

InterCultural
Steering
Committee

WHEN ITS TERM PAPER TIME
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$1.00 ANY DRINK
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Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
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RICH LEONETTI
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KEVIN MILLER
MARK MOONEYHAN
MATT PAGANUCCI
BRIAN PETTIT
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5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS
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$19 99
$1 9 99
$1 2 50
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MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE
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2 YEAR WARRANTY
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Stanford six-pack rule
keeps spectators cool
By Dan Turner
Daily staff write(
Stanford Stadium is the ’Ii IS onc
in the
- 10 that allows spex Lains
to bring alcohol to the game
Stop slobbering
Stanford police officers inonnoi
the gates very chisely to insure that
no one under :‘ I IS Iiipo.session of
alcohol. Also, rooters at e allowed
only one six pack per person. Of
course. they ’le a little unclear about
what a six-pack consists of
"We don’t usually !Loci a prob
lem with mixed think, so xyci Just to
to keep people trom bringing
itic
much.- said Sgt. Del Band
"I
Stanford Police Department
guess you could bring in a six-pack
of bourbon under the six-pack rule.
but obviously we don’t encourage
that.
Coolers full of bottles and cans are
allowed in the stadium but the
cooler must he no larger than I 2 by
12 by 14 inches Also. no one is allowed to bring in more alcohol at
half-time.
Stanford began its Mimed alcohol
policy last year atter police noticed
an increase in alcohol -related incidents Before this, thei e a C1C
limits placed on the quantity of beer
allowed in the stadium
Last year’s SJSU-Stanford game
was one factor in the change of policy, according to Assistant Athletic
Director Gary Bruner. It produced
more brawls than any other home
game dunng the season.
A 22 year -old San Jose man died
in the stadium parking lot at last
year’s game. According to a story in
the San Jose Mercury News, he was
running to a liquor store to get more
beer at half-time when he suffered a
massive coronary.
The coroner’s office said he had a
percent.
blood alcohol content of
In California. a person k ith a blood
alcohol content of more than .10 percent is considered to be legally
drunk.
Stanford’s administration seems
to have taken a "wait and see- ato
tude about the beer policy, and Athletic Director Andy Geiger has
threatened to ban alcohol entirely if
there are too many violent incidents.
"The policy seems to be working
fine now, not that alcohol was that
big a problem before," Bruner said.
"If alcohol appears to be contributing to a substantial problem, we’ll
consider coining down harder. but

’I guess you could
bring in a six-pack
of bourbon under
the six-pack rule,
but obviously we
don’t encourage
that.’
Sgt, Del Bandy,
Stanford Police
Department
tight nov, that doesn’t seem neceSNdr!.
Bandy said there were relatively
few incidences of spectator brawling
at Stariford’s first two home games
this year.
"It’s been moderate so far, but of
course the students haven’t been
back until now," he said.
Most of the incidents that have occured took place in the break -off
point between the si,iting and home
student sections.
"Why that is I don’t know, especially since the students weren’t
here,* Bandy said.
The SJSU contest has historically
been one of the busiest games for the
Stanford police. Because the two
schools are close to each other, there
is a larger number of visiting rooters
than usual. Unfortunately. this frequently leads to fnction. according
to Bandy.
"We’re hoping this year it will all
just be in good fun." Bandy said.

Oakland A’s
divulge their
favorite things
S \ FRANCISCO (API
Pick lip’, and pasta and MASH and
the Monsters; these are a few of
the Oakland Athletics’ favorite
things.
In a survey of the A’s favorites, published on Wednesday by
the San Francisco Chronicle, blue
was the favorite color of eight
players.

SJSU versus Stanford: Position by Position
Receivers

Quarterbacks and Running Backs
Stanlord quarterbacks Jason
Palumbis and Brian Johnson
have had problems moving the
offense. scoring just 17 points
in its last two losses to Oregon
and Notre Dame. Palumbis
played well in relief of
Johnson in the second half of
the 42-14 loss to Notre Dame.
Spartan quarterback Ken Lutz.
despite turf toe and shoulder
problems, has completed near 65 percent of his passes for
1180 yards and is among the
NCAA leaders in total offense.

John Volpe. a 5 -toot -7, 195 pound junior, leads the Cardinal
rushing attack with 400 yards on
1(9 carries.
SJSU’s tailback
Johnny Johnson’s site (6’3". 211)
and versatility (4(X) yards receiving, 464 rushing) give the
Spartans the edge.
ADVANTAGE: SJSU

as a starter at the beginning of the
season, has yet to play a down this
year. Junior John Heilmann had to
make his first collegiate start against
California. replacing Damon Tarver at
right tackle.
Swall sprained his left foot last
week, for Stanford he is listed as
"possible." Tarver is also listed as

Stanford may have an All-American
candidate in senior center Andy
Sinclair. Andy Papathanssiou and
John Zentner anchor a line that has
allowed 12 quarterback sacks. Scott
Swall is the only returning lineman for
SJSU in a area that has been further
dissipated with injuries.
Senior guard Mark Frederick. listed

The Cardinal uses the 3-4 defense, two
of the three down lineman were touted as
pre -season All-American candidates.
Seniors Lester Archambeau and Ray
Huckesiein could present problems for
SJSI.-s injury -riddled offensive line. The
Cardinal run defense has yielded a generous 192 yards per game, including 332 to
Notre Dame. Archambeau made 13 tackles
last week and was an All Pac 10 selection
last year. But the 6 -foot -5. 255 -pound

senior has failed to record a quarterback
sack this season. There are no injuries
reported.
SJSU finally sustained a consistent pass
rush last week against Cal. the Spartans’
recorded three sacks of Troy Taylor, but
two were by rover Tim Jackson. There
was good pressure as the defensive line
forced Taylor into throwing three interceptions. Nose guard Stefen Guthrie had one
interception which killed a Cal drive and

At the beginning of the season. SJSU had the edge. But at
the midpoint, injuries to safety
Ry an Rasnick (fractured
thumb and ’,planted knee) and
the erratic play of cornerbacks
Jay Taylor and Freddie Smith
gore a slight edge to Stanford.
Alan Grant. an all Pac-10 punt
returner last seasons w, ill he
Is ans.
assigned to SJSI

Strong safety Rob Engelhardt
leads the team with three
interceptions. Free safety
Rick Theder. whose father
Roger. is the former head
coach at Cal. has 28 tackles.
ADVANTAGE: STANFORD

Absolutely, FINAL 7 DAYS!
World’s Best Animation!

The 21st International Tournee of

ANIMATION
In 520 7300935
Sal Sun 3 15 520 7 30
0/SC MAT FIRST SHOW SA I SUN,
294-3800
366 So
61 SI

10/11 Thunder & Lightning, featuring
Danny Hull & Clifford Coulter.
10/12 Live Music with Cool Jerks.
10/18 Thunder & Lightning, featuring
Danny Hull & Clifford Coulter.
10/19 Live Music with the Heartbeats
10/28 & 29 Halloween Weekend.
Live Band C.P. Love.

one quarterback sack. SJSU ’s defensive
line has no major injuries reported.
ADVANTAGE: STANFORD

PUNTING: Stanford punter Jeff Blaisdell
had a dreadful outing aginst Notre Dame
and is averaging just 31 yards per kick.
SJSU punter Jim Hughes is averaging
42.6 yards. ADVANTAGE: SJSIJ

9 35

Jono Tunney, who played at
San Jose’s Bellarmine Prep.
has been the backbone of the
Cardinal defense with 68
tackles and two quarterback
sacks. Kevin Richardson,
Standord’s leading tackler last
season. has 42 tackle. For the
Spartans’, junior college
transfer David Moss leads the
team with 58 tackles. 25
more than any other Spartan.

He has reached double figures
in tackles in each of the last
four games. Outside linebackers Lloyd Forrest (shoulder)
and Norman Brown (knee) are
recovering from injuries. Both
should be ready for Saturday.
ADVANTAGE: EVEN

WE’RE PASSING
STUDENTS WITH FLYING
COLORS.
11.1114.

PARK FREE NEXT TO CAMERA 3!

BEFORE
YOU
VOTE
IN
’88
"Highly Explosive"
Vor,eas

"An elegant
end damning
presentation"
I A Weri

". . . Required Viewing"
/ A TIIITCS
ONE WEEK
ONLY!
Narrated By: Elisabeth Montgomery
Music By: Ruben Blades, Pink Floyd,

COMING SOON...

"possible" with a pinched nerve in his
right shoulder. Right guard Ara
Derderian played only one series last
week because of a pinched nerve. He
also is "possible" for Saturday. These
injuries to the offensive line have
helped cause the SJSU quarterbacks
to be sacked 23 times.
ADVANTAGE: STANFORD

Linebackers

Defensive Backs

ALL NEW! ALL PREMIERES!

* Only with SJSU ID.

ADVANTAGE: SJSU

Defensive line

The

THURSDAY 10/6
Ladies Night - Male Stripper
Featuring: "US Male Express"
*$1.50 Well Drinks/*2 for 1 Shots
$1.50 Strawberry Margaritas
males welcome after lOpm
FRIDAY 16/7
*2 for 1 Shots
SATURDAY 10/8
DJ Bill Bianco
SUNDAY 10/9
Comedy Night
Jim Samuels
Alex Reid and Carlos Alazraqui

down from Palumbis last week
but Pinckney may start over him
again. The Cardinal’s other wide
receiver. Walter Batson. received
praise from SJSU cornerback Jay
Taylor for his speed, yet has only
sesen receptions.

Offensive Line

TOON IN THE CAMERA ONE?

SJSU Students NO COVER
Thurs., Fri., Sat., with ID

SJSU’s KeY iii Fyans could he on
his way to an All -Big West season with 32 catches for 423
yards. His counterpart, junior
Doug Hooker, has averaged nearly 18 yards per catch. Stanford’s
leading receiver is tailback
Charlie Young. with 19 receptions. Redshirt freshmen wide
receiver Jon Pinckney made his
first start last week and caught
four passes for 40 yards. Henry
Green caught a 27 -yard touch-

STARTS
TOMORROW!
LOY

Reed & Richard Elliot

SPEAKERS ON BEHALF OF THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER AND
THE EMPOWERMENT FOUNDATION AFTER EACH SCREENING
00

1/0940

5.11 Sim 510 4 I, I, oil

FINAL 7 DAYS!

11. 4 Ill

nisr M4I 11017 /00W /A? SIM

FINAL 7 DAYS!
"The most profound
exploration of an artist’s
soul ever put on film.
VINCENT is an experience
no presumably civilized
moviegoer can afford
to miss."

It’s never been easier to qualify for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.
And it’s never been easier for you to apply. Just give us a call
and we’ll take your application over the phone.You need to be
at least a sophomore at a 4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with a social security
number. You must have a checking or savings account opened
for at least six monthsand be on good terms with your
bank and any creditors. Finally, you should have at least $200
a month in spending money from verifiable sources after your
expenses.That’s all it takes to qualify. When you do, you’ll be
off to a king start towards establishing credit.
So get your bank account number and other personal information together and call 1 -800-642 -BANK today.
Vklls Fargo today and get 6 months free membership. For a
limited time, you’ll get 6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card. Call today

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1777

S.
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Beer-drinking students cheer on A’s at the Pub

Spikers want more

Bob Beath --

Daily staff photogr,ipher

Laura Boone, left, watches Dawnis Wilson dig the ball

Coach, players not satified with just winning
By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
In most cdSCS, a win is a win.
But for S.ISU Volleyball Head
Coach Dick Montgomery. that’s
not the case.
The Spartans emerged victorious against Santa Clara Tuesday
night, winning 16-14, 14-16. 1512 and 15-10. However, the win
wasn’t a satisfying one for Montgomery or the rest of the team.
"We lost yesterday. Montgomery said. "Because we didn’t
proceed in a manner that we
should have.
"We went in looking for a win
and that’s what we got. Just a
win. But what we didn’t do was
work on improving ourselves to
get ready for teams like Hawaii
and Long Beach We didn’t prepare hard and didn’t put energy
into it."
Hawaii and Long Beach are
two of the Spartans toughest competitors in the Big West Conference.
Senior middle blocker Kari Roberson thought the team could
have played with much imire en-

thusiasm.
’We could’ v e done better."
she said. "We weren’t as psyched as we should have been. We
were concentrating more on who
we were playing rather than playing our type of game.’’
Montgomery did praise the efforts of sophomore outside hitter
Laura Boone. Boone led the team
with a career-high 17 kills, while
teammate Roberson had IS.
"Laura played hard. he said.
"Of all the players, she was the
only player who played within the
acceptable level .
The 10th -ranked Spartans will
travel to UC-Irvine and lime
Beach State this V, eekend to con
t
pla
tinue Big West Sr on.erence
Long Beach State in I is
rently ranked I 501 in a national
poll. while Iry inc i 8 Si is coming
off of two defeats against 2nd ranked Universitv ot Hawaii.
"They ’s e NO improved since
last year... Montgomery said
"So this weekend is going to be
the big measui ing stick for us.
"Irvine 1. a 11,11.1 w in game fin
Si’, .s/q/./ RS. page 10

By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
’Come on ref, give us at least one
break,’’shouted SJSU freshman
Troy Easterling. as he tiers ously
watched the 11111111 tiiiiiig it the
American League play ol Is between
Oakland and Ross in
Easterling was one of 70 baseball
tans who cheered, jeered or just sat
quietly while watching game one of
Sox
series
the
Athletics -Red
Wednesday from the Spartan Pub.
And now that baseball’s postseason is in full swing, beer-drinking,
peanut -eating baseball fans will
probably set the mood in the pub
as long as the A’s remain in action.
With the score tied 1-1 in the
eighth inning. Oakland fans in the
pub were v isibly nervous, hut still
confident.
The nerves turned to cheers minutes later w hen Dave Henderson’s
base hit knocked in Carney I anstord
tOr the winning run. A’s tvi ii. Red
Sox one.
"We’re killing ’em," freshman
Bart Kreib said after Oakland took
the lead. "You came in at iList the
right time, The A’s will probably
sweep .C111 here and finish it off at
home."
As if they were in Fenway Park,
the fans in the pub became rattled
and nervous when Boston came to
bat in the bottom of the ninth.
"I was very nervous. Easterling
said. "Boggs was due for a strike

out. though. It was a great game
With Wade Boggs at the plate.
two outs and runners at first and sec
ond, pub tans had every right to be
concerned
But Boggs, baseball’s hest hitter,
struck out on three pitches against
Dennis Eckersley, baseball’s best relief pitcher. Pub fans stood and applauded.
It was power against power,"
said Rod Knowles. an SJSU senior.
’Hoges is the guy you don’t want at
the plate. But Eckersely is a good
pitcher.
Knowles, like most A’s fans in the
pub, doesn’t see the series going past
Iry e games. But he believes Boston

Be a hero tonight!
Dinner for two
just $2295
Here’s your chance to be a real
hero...at a price you can’t beat.
Treat your guest to an elegant four
course dinner at Belvedere Gardens, complete with a breathtaking
view of San Jose’s city lights from
high atop the Le Baron Hotel.
You’ll begin with soup and
salad, our Chefs selection of the
evening (featuring a variety of
entree’s like prime rib, seafood and

USAVE

"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus

Why only $22.95? Because we
have a brand new menu, and we’re
anxious for you to experience our
incomparable new dinners.
But hurry, this offer is good only
until November 15th. Just present
this ad to your server, and you’ll be
a real hero...for just $22.95!

more), and of course, dessert.

Then relax with your favorite
cocktail, or dance to live entertainment. It’s all yours for just $22.95
at the Le Baron Hotel’s beautiful
Belvedere Gardens restaurant.

10% discount for S.J.S.1./
Students, faculty, & Stall
on weekly 8 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

How to stan out
in a crowd.

said S.W.) junior Jay O’Leary. one
of two persons donning Red Sm..
shirts in the pub
SJSU sophomore Mike Zanotti.’
said he’s a Giants’ supporter, hut
will cheer for any Bay area team II/
the playoffs.
"I’m a Giants fan. But I’M going
to root for the home team." /amino
said. "Who am I going to root for.
Boston? I can’t see them play all sea
son
O’Leary, who’s always been
Red Sox fan. believes Boston has an
excellent chance to beat the A’s.
"Everyone always counts the Soil
out when it comes to playoff time..
See As, page /0

=01=1M111_1=11MIMMIIIIMINEME=IIM=IMMIMIMI----1=1,

AUTO REN’TAL

(408)281-4666

will win one of the two games in
Fenway Park.
"The A’s will probably win one
here and three at home," Knowles
said. "They (the Red Sost don’t like
Oakland Oakland doesn’t have a big
green wall they can aim at
Boston may not like the distance
of the Coliseum fence, hut Jose Canseco definitley liked the "Green
Monster’ Wednesday.
Canseco’s fourth -inning home run
over the 30-foot wall gave the A’s a
1-0 lead.
The few Boston fans in the pub
critcized the Oakland rooters
’I bet half the people you talk to
in here were Gains’ tans last year,"

1350 N. First Street San Jose, CA 95112
408-288-9200
Tax curl Ed." not isclideel Not valid in conjunction with arty other offer

1=IMIIIMMIMMEMIIMIMIIMIMIMIOINIIIIMI
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San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You . .

The American Ewes? Card gets an outstanding welcome
virtually anywhere you shop, whether ifs for a leather jacket
or a leather-bound classic Wiether you’re hound for
a bookstore or a beach in Bermuda. So during college
and after, its the perfect was to pay for just about
eveothing you’ll want

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we
believe in your potential, we made it easier
to get the American Express Card nght 110%
%beater you’re a freshman, wilior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers For details, pick up ;or
application on campus
Or call IMO-THE-CARO and ask for
a student applicat toil
The American Express Card

MAIM
-’-

assiskint.

Don’t Leave School Without It’

Now through October 14th

Get an IBM PS/2 now and save.
PS/2 Model 25
PS/2 Model 50Z
PS/2 Model 70

LIST PRICE;
$3378.00
$5969.00
$8664.00

YOU SAVE;
$1695.00
$2959.00
$4154.00

SALE PRICE:*
$1683.00
$3010.00
$4510.00

lAll Ssstems Include Mouse, 1/115 4.0, Microsoll Windows 2.1 & Word 4.0; Models 00/ & 70 Aho Include Fuel

San Jose State University has arranged with the following IBM Certified Education Dealers to assist you
in obtaining your IBM PS/2.
Ann Rangunath, Stese Ting
, Mundt 1; 060011
Kuih Si
Mike Rashurn
Don Denham
Jerk Kumar
Karen Ke)land, Kill Drituh
AO, ShriA, Jane Orgil
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Tom Selleck’s father to sue
tabloid newspaper for libel

Student opera fans
get special discount
By Leah Pets
Day stall writer
Opera San Jose has a bargain for
-audents seeking culture without the
ist
\klii school Mental, anon. Au
deur. tan buy lettrwer lit kers toi ant
I, ut ot the Montgornert theater Se
lies for Sit). Tickets nor mall \ start at
I hat’s only. a little more than
ou would spend on a movie, and it
would he much more entertaining."
.aid I arr Hancock. Opera San Jose
representame
In its series. Opera San Jose will
.1 a Roheme.
esent Put L1111
-We.1 of Washington
H
sroednes’ti
Square... Rossini - l’he Barber of
and SitallSs "Die Fledermans
Each !filly staged production will
include sr’, performances. The series
hegan Oct I with - la Boheme"
and emends through Ma \ 1089.
"We usually sell out tor each performance. but sometimes people
can’t attend. so the, lea \ e their tickels at the box or lice tor resale before
the show. Hancock said
Opera San Jose is a "professional.
resident opera ensemble.’ said Publicist Todd Perreira.
Irene Rills. an internationall \ acclaimed opera star and SISI mustt
protessor. rounded the compank
984
Atter renting from her pores
’’s
sional .11Cel Dalis molded
opera workshop into a erimpank teeogrnied hy Opera New In New
York .is "one of the tinest ropera
companies) in Northern C.111101111,, ’
Besides preparing students tor ea.
reel-s in opera, Opera San lose provide,. entertainment for the surrounding community .
Opera Outreach is designed to

Actor
1.0S ANGELES (API
Tom Selleck’s father, who said he
never discussed his son’s love life
with The Globe, has a right to bring
his libel suit against the weekly tabbid newspaper to trial, an appelate
court ruled.
The case involves a Dec. 14,
PRI2, story headlined. "Toni Selleck’s love secrets - By His Father." Other headlines promised.
"His father reveals all" about
"Why Tom Selleck Can Never Be a

’Sometimes people
can’t attend, so
they leave their
tickets at the box
office for resale.’
Larry Hancock,
Opera San Jose

$20 ’Alex 1. tautner,D.11.D. $ 2 0 .

The article stated: "Tom Selleck
may. he TV’s sexiest leading man but
his dad says he’s really a shy guy
who is so ill at ease with women that
he finds it difficult to sustain a lasting relationship.
The article quoted Robert Selleck
as saying his son’s "relationships
with the women in his life are always
disappointing because he’s just not
the person they think he should be

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
’li 1N, itt

ONE
STOP

GENERAL DENTISTRY
275 HOSPITAL PARKWAY, SUITE 700
SANTA TERESA MEDICAL BUILDING
SAN JOSE CA. 95119
14081 226-0424
ORTHODONTICS COSMETIC BONDING
Coupon is good towards an oral exam through 11/30/88

Pager with answering service onl
7 months an.swenng service for the pi-Kett! b

CALL NOW!
408.732.6667
415.964.6667

Two new ways to
keep the scholastic
edge:
MeWls

411Efi DOM

".111VAIP:111/411,
tI It .

ROMAN PASSIM
I.

Cliffs Notes on
Greek Classics
Niites on
Roman Classics

FAT CAT’S PIZZA ON WHEELS
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

18" Free 2 Liter Coke and 1 Salad
Or $3.00 off (with 3 toppings)
16" Free 2 liter Coke Or
$2.00 Off (with 3 toppings)
Any Size- Free 1 Can of Coke

*SPECIALS*

$10

bnng music education to local
schools. The program has expanded
to 120 pet-Gm-mance,
The program ranges trom solos to
comtdete operas, according to the
program descriptirm.
Opera San Jose also provides an
artist -in residence program Promising singers reteike tree housing
and polish their skills while performing in the company
People interested in sharing their
know ledge of opera or lust learning
the hasit s can attend "Solo Night"
flit an additional charge on the Frida ,it each production.
Rehire the opening curtain. Full
/11;1 Re-laurant on South First Street
will ‘WT’. e hors d’oevres and wine lii
opera
s. The restaurant can act:01111411re abOUI 40 people.
Ciacomo Puccini’s "I .a Boheme" opens Opera San Jose’s I- Huh soon Alter the opera, audience memversary Season at the %Ionia
ry Theater. %hich is located downtown
bers ,,an return to the restaurant for
dessert and coffee
or the rest of at the corner of %larket and San Carlos streets. Performances of "La
Roheme continue through October 9.
the s1
"People can meet lots of charming toll...." Hancock said. "At the
close ot last \ ear’s season we
couldn’t get people to leave. We
ended up moving the party to some
titles house and
mining until four
a. tti
Student And Faculty Specials
I

Happy Lover.

14" Free 2 Cans of Coke Or
$1 50 Off (with 2 toppings)
12" Free I Salad Or
$1.00 Ott (with 2 toppings)
Show SJSU ID For Specials

Gain a greater understanding of the people,
events, literary movements and influence
of Greek and Roman civilizations.

Order by phone or stop by and order to go
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Now available from.

449t/

11 AM TIL 1 AM

297-5553
NEXT TO CAMPUS
AT 120 E SAN CARLOS

"Our Pizza is the Cat’s Meow"

PO fiat 1,11128 Lincoln NE 68501-9932

San lose State University Presents
The 1988 Conference On

CULTURAL PLURALISM TODAY: THE SOCIAL
CONSTRUCTION OF RACE, ETHNICITY & GENDER
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7th
Chairperson: Leon Dorosz, Associate Academic Vice President, S.I.S.U.

111111111M

elirre414111441
earlIPIPB

8:30 a.m.-Almaden Room
Welcome from tames Walsh, Interim Dean, School of Social Science, S.I.S.U.
ASIAN -AMERICANS: MODEL MINORITIES FOR THE NEW RIGHT
Michael Omi, Ethnic Studies, U.C. Berkeley

bob

9:30 a.m.-Almaden Room
ETHNIC WOMEN AND THE THREE BEARS
Michaela di Leonardo, Anthropology, Yale
10:30 a.m.-Almaden Room
ALIENS, APES, CYBORGS AND WOMEN : SCIENCE, RACE AND GENDER
Donna Haraway, History of Consciousness, U.C. Santa Cruz
12:00-1:15 p.m.-Umunhum Room
Introduction by Dolores Escobar, Dean, School of Education, S.I.S.U.
PLURALISM IN THE RE-CREATION OF AMERICA
Vincent Harding, History, Iliff School of Theology, Denver

1111~

AS SEEN

ON TV

2:00-4:00 p.m.-Costanoan Room
PANEL:
CULTURAL PLURALISM ON CAMPUS: MAKING IT WORK
Chairperson: Arleen Okerlund, Academic Vice President, S.I.S.U.
Michael Omi, Ethnic Studies, U.C. Berkeley
Terry Jones, Sociology, Cal State Hayward
Kay Trimberger, Women s Studies, Sonoma State
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8th
Chairperson: Ismael Dieppa, Dean, School of Social Work, 5.1.5.12.
9:00 a.m.-Costanoan Room
AMERICAN -JEWISH IDENTITY AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL
David Biale, Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley
10:00 a.m.-Costanoan Room
BLACK AMERICAN WOMEN: LOOKING FROM WITHIN
Gloria Hull, Women s Studies, U.C. Santa Cruz
11:00 a.m.-Costanoan Room
WRITING AMERICAN INDIAN HISTORY
Richard White, History, University of Utah
1: 10 p.m.-Costanoan Room

"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For
Public Insurance

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance.. . It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

Chairperson: John Crane, Dean, School of Humanities and Arts, S.1.S.U.
INCORPORATING IMMIGRANTS INTO THE ECONOMY: SOCIOLOGICAL AND
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Ewa Morawska, Sociology, University of Pennsylvania
2.1(1 p.m.-Costanoan Room
SOUTHERN CULTURE AND THE MAKING OF GREATER MEXICO
lose Limon, American Studies, U.C. Santa Cruz
1:10 p.m.-Costanoan Room
HERBALISTS, YELLOW WOMEN AND THE ROSE OF THE WORLD: SS0S1IN S
VISIONS OF NATURE
Vera Norwood, American Studies, University of New Mexico
All !vents are located in the Student Union on Oth between San Fernando St.
and San Carlos St.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL :1408, 924-S191
Partially Funded by the California Lottery

Kir

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC INSUREINCe
IT’S NO PROBLEM

Use Your

rn, =Credit Card

)aily
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Deukmejian veto that never was

’Earnest’ is Wilde-ly funny British comedy
ledk
but
gu
that
lastIleck
.hips
ways
not
I be

By Sallie Mattison
Lug lush gentleman who employs
Daily staff writer
Lane the manservant, must have
SJSUs production ot -The Im- been born for this part.
portance of Being Earnest" opened
His erect carriage, lilting walk and
Friday night to a full house, and deadpan expression created an exceljudging from the roar of the crowd. lent portrayal of English gentry.
it was a smash.
Kelly McAllister played the title
This brilliantly executed satire,
written by Oscar Wilde. is British character of Jack, who discovers
the importance of being earnest."
humor at its best. The cast, under the
McAllister moved the play along
direction of Hal J. Todd, more than
at a good pace, demonstrating wondid it justice.
Exquisite sets and costumes cre- derful talent during interactions with
ated the mood of the story, set in the other characters.
Susan Winsberg did a superb job
spring of 1884.
aristocratic,
the
British humor rarely amuses flue, of portraying
’.but watching Rian Galbraith as the haughty British matriarch, Lady
..very proper, if somewhat dry, man- Bracknell. Her r-r -rolling R’s and
’ servant in the first act was hysteri- wobbly voice carried off the image
of an aging society matron beautically funny.
s. His presence drew attention like a fully.
i? niagnet every time he entered the
Andrea Faiss. as Gwendirlen
:stage. as the audience waited to see Fairfax. was incredibly good as the
. what little bit of business he would slightly spoiled, and slightly pushy.
do during the dialogue of the others. only child of Lady Bracknell. She
He usually stole the scene.
came off as being a master manipuGeoffrey Nixon as Algernon lator of Jack, a wonderful incarnaMoncrieff, the bored hut not boring tion of a Victorian virgin.

Dina Stubbe made a perfect Cecil), Cardew.. Jack’s ward. Cecily is a
delightful dreamer who lives only to
make entries in her iournal. Stubbes
style was light and bubbly, showing
a girl who yearned to have more fun
than she was apparently allowed.
The two girls together on stage
were dynamite when they exploded
into a barely civil, hardly ladylike
catfight over what they thought was
the same man.
Rita Wadsworth as the short,
slightly plump governess Miss Prism
and James Cornwell as the all, spare
Reserend were a hilarious mismatch
as their attraction tot each other
grew increasingly obvious in the second act.
Kevin Cornelius ;is Merriman.
Jack’s butler. absolutely stole the
second scene. Cornelius portrayed
another type of servant, totally opposite to the one played by Lane in the
first act.
His reach ii in to the exchanges between the is, o voting ladies in the

Dance troupe delivers ’passion, romance’
By Mary Hayes
Daily stall writer
Nolan Dermot. an SJSU dance instructor, said watching the Lar Lubovitch Dance Company is like sitting on the beach watching the sea.
"It’s like a great, roaring sea in
front of you and you don’t notice
specific details because there’s so
much going on," he said.
The critically -acclaimed troupe
from New York City will perform at
8 p.m., Oct. 10 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Students, staff and faculty can
pick up free tickets from the Student
Union Business Office before the
performance. Tickets for the general
public are $10 through BASS outlets
and at the door.
Choreographer Lar Lubovitch is

widely known in his field and has
choreographed for a number of prestigious companies, including the
American Ballet Theatre and the
New York City Ballet.
"Ear Lubovitch is probably the
greatest living, working Idancel artist
Dennett said.
.ubovitch combines both classical
ballet and modern dance in his work.
Monday’s performance will include "Musette," "A Brahms Symphony" and "Concerto Six TwentyTwo. While many modern-day dance
choreographers concentrate on the
mechanics of design and movement.
Lubovitch’s works are more humanistic, Dennett said.
"He has passion in his work and
has brought back a lot of romance,’"

Vietnamese and Chinese Cuisine
Seafood Specials

Hours:
10am - I I pm weekdays
10am - 2am Fridays & Saturdays

(Corner of 4th & San
Fernando)

SYSTEM

SONY

1111111111
AIA/IM11141..
A41;. L41 .
1W4
Art Rs

50%

WEEKEND DISCOUNT COUPON
This Weekend Starter Discount is valid through Jan. 1, 1989 on
Weekend Economy Fare of two (2) days or more. Offer entitles
renter to a 50% discount on the first day’s rental charge only.
Discount will be honored only at The Fairmont Hotel in San Jose.
tall 947-5084 for reservations. Major credit cards required.
Limit: One coupon pv.r rental.

TRADE-IN

W FREE
SONY SPEAKERS

FREE ALPINE
ALARM (78008 $

SONY

I

ALARM
A.

. s ,;011iG
CONTROL 01., ’A
fi 6 Fibs .AufC ilfa DNA SK ’ - ,
’, N RAE
sEr.161MOPY SUN 66CANSff .,
,
-

. .7,,i:....-..(o.
ix,.

DEALERS
CAR STEREO

310 S THIRD ST 295-4336
OPEN 6 DAYS

AM FM
50 WATT
STEREO
CASSETTE

PULLOUT $

228

ALPINEw/FREE ALPINE ALARM .8008
a7156

#8008

\
11t1 copies lii
thylulify or around the world
-

$248

skoki .DiR

$98

ALPINE

W FREE

SONY SPEAKERS

REMOVABLE PULL-OUT

AM FM STEREO CASSETTE,
BALANCE, FAST FORWARD,
TONE.
PASSIVE ARMING
DOOR PROTECTION
INPUT SENSOR EX
TENSION LED IN
START HEAD UNIT
PROTECTION
VALET SWITCH

SYSTEM

AUKS DIGITAL STENO
LOCI
a REW AUTO IF.
TRAPP/SETS BR 300 iii

1 98

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

kinkols

155 E. San Fernando

HERTZ AT THE FAIRMONT

ON ANY KIND OF RADIO OR TAPE DECK BROUGHT
IN TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF ANY CAR
STEREOS OR ALARM FEATURED IN THIS AD ONE
TRADE PER PURCHASE THURS MON
ONLY

Get your
FAX straight
at diKinko’s
,.

Than Chuc Quy Sinh Vien San Jose State
"Wu Cao, Job ’f’’At

was

$5000

Dennett said
The company celchiates its 20th
anniversary this season. Along with
extensive United States tours, the
troupe has appeared in Europe, the
Far East, the Middle East and Mexico.
"les a very, very lucky thing to
get them here." Dennett said.
Appearing with the dance company will he Nancy Colahan, who
attended SJSU in 1974. Colohan
gave a two-sseck master’s cla., on
campus this summer

Treat Yourself to Quoc Te Restaurant

siimaitutional deadline for acting on
1988 legislation.
As of Tucsday. however, the go% ernor’s pies. office had made no et
tort to iiit:Li the impression that the
bill had been xetoed Spokeswoman
Lois Wallace said there were no
plans to do so
"I am concerned that this bill
would give preferential treatment ii
the cable television industry ."

SACRAMENTO (API
Gov.
George I )eukinetian has signed a bill
that benefits the cable television industry even though his office announced he vetoed the measure for
being unfair to other taxpayers, it
was reported Wednesday .
A spokeswoman for Deukmejian
blamed the announcement on a clerical error made alter the bill was
signed late Friday, the governor’s

screamingly funny He
was accompanied by Lisa /anthem
as the maid, who stood eser silently
at his side, still clearly expressing
het opinion of the British uppers rust
L sett though the minor roles did
not have many lines to deliver, they
had much to contribute. In fact, the
hardest part about enjoying this play
was trying to watch everyone’s ex
presstons at once.
The only thing to complain allow
during the enjoy able lxxii hours it
tun was missing sonic tit the Ma
logue because the audience uouidn’i
stop laughing.
If you’re looking for an entertain
ing way to spend a few hours this
weekend, go see The Importance of
Being Earnest
The shov, runs at 8 p.m.. Oct. 58. Admission is $5 for students and
seniors and Stri for the general publk
dell

Atpme 7158 STEW: W
AI*
MITE 400111115
SEER LOCAL 4161*5,
PRESET
FREOUFMO’ [SOCK AuTO Rh.
NFAOMf LA. ’ARE SO IsA

INSTALLED $

298

MOBILE SECURITY ALARMS & CELLULAR C R PHONES

4646 EL CAMINO REAL LOS ALTOS 415
10.1

101 to Ss, isms. R0.

2110 STORY RD SAN 1051
ltsteed to stlyil an hand I

es on I

941.3511
I Plss

408 926-2626
loofas.« KIN*. s

1395 S WINCHESTER SAN IOSE 408/37E-6990
903 BLOSSOM Mil RD. SAN JOSE 008 226-2230
A,,,,(]fl.,.A,H

dos,IliAc

OPEN & INSTALLING 7 DAYS A WEEK NION.-FRI 9-9: SAT 9-6. SUN 11-6
WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOS

GTE Mobilnet
cither... ’

1

TEE

SPARTAN
PUB

I 1
Ia

PRESENTS:
11101%

To our presentation in a one to one
personal interview.

t WI

We GUARANTEE you’ll love this job!
FULL TIME from $1950 - $5950 /mo.

Thursday
Oct 6
9pm -12

PART TIME from $1000 - $2000/mo

5
mil.

imp An
lUll

iii

111P.

We offer:

National Expanding Publishing Co.,
15 years young, has a new, exciting
concept and openings for good
people to grow with us locally,

Thursday
Oct 13
9 pm -12

Free Training
Fun Casual Offices
Management opportunities in 6-8 wks
Weekend & Evening positions
Delivery positions availab

jimmy talks!

Must be ready to start immediately!

Thursday
Oct 20
9 pm -12

For more details Call:
Los Gatos - Jim

(408) 395-2141

San Jose - Eric

Mtn. View - Ralph

(408) 280-1199

(415) 960-0110
4

-.
A
,1,
S.Vit
SUL TAN

I
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Students may design newest Bond art

A.S.-sponsored International Food Bazaar
provides variety of cuisine for students
It Ills.

/.111.11.1

St111,el,

ale

11.1

salt:

anion.
Iii
\I he flying to the

indulge in a
.liiiikilifeied hi the
eague.
[he %Ill is one of 22 groups that
will feature falafel?... egg rolls. tacos
and othei foods at the International
F. xrd Bazaar
The bazaar runs twin I U 30 ;um
p ii in booths between the
to 3:
Student Union and the Business
Building
The eetit. which began Wednesd.ii is III continue through today II
Is irtillsoted hi the Intercultural
Steering Committee of the Associated Students
The ICSC is in Jr.riee of dispers
mg funds tor rec...ized intern.’
Greg Walton Daily staff photographer
(tonal clubs and promoting cultitial
..%ents The indi% idual clubs V. ill Liam Friedland peddles English hot dogs at the food fair
keep any profits from the sales
[he lunchtime affair offer s a
"We usuall% make a pretty good Wallace, a junior majoring in aerotweak front the usual campus fare
profit. hut most of the profit conies space engineering.
along is ith a taste ot other cultures
on the second day.- he said. "On
"Different groups can get to"It’s a chance for the international
the first day:, if we pay all the bills gether and let other people know
clubs to get together and share their
and still make a little profit, we had a about their cultures. It should remain
tumid and culture with other stugood day.a tradition at San Jose State." he
dents." said Yen Tan, chair of the
(’lubs purchase their own food said.
ICSC
Tan called the event a "tradiHe called the bazaar ’successful’’ and supplies fin their booths. In adand said some booths had sold out by dition, they pay a tee of $75 or $80 tion.- and said it has been a bianid
an
electncal
hookup
is
required)
nual
event at SJSU for about 10
Me afternoon
years. He hopes wore clubs will parRobert A% ila. % ice president of for the rental of the booth.
Club Lusitania. said the bazaar at
Bazaar patron Vince Wallace said ticipate in the future.
’a lot of people. he beliines students should share
"We don’t restrict participation to
He said the Portugese Frooth had their cultures
international clubs." he said. "In
..old 30 pounds of linen, Fry 1:30
"I think it’s an excellent idea to the future, we hope to have fraternidisplay culture on campus.- said ties and sororities, too.
O’IS’.11,

IfiiiSOLI k-Lari

COUPON

FREE DELIVERY
OFF ANY
$00
’/
16" PIZZA
4p,
,
ANY I
--$200 OFF
12" PIZZA I
280-0707:

Time is Money
Kinko’s
is Copies
Why waste your valuable time on
copies? just call Kinko’s. We take
care of the copies so you can take
care of business.

431 E. SAN CARnS ST.
’)PEN 7 DAYS

NOT GOOD WrIM ANY 07515 OFFP
DARKS 10-31.18

featuring
"license Revoked.
Daltons second appearance as the
unflappable Bond, is scheduled for
release in the summer of 1989.

AOPA benefits give
your career a boost
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association offers a special invitation to
college pilots. AOPA’s unique benefits and personal pilot services put students
at the leading edge of aviation. AOPA information and assistance keep
members po.ted on the latest developments in aviation technology, news,
regulations and legislation that affect you and your aviation future. This
assistance makes AOPA the ideal flying partner for any serious aviator.
am,

Other AOPA membership benefits include.
Flight training loans at low interest rates
Twelve monthly issues of PILOT magatine
Discounts on FA PA employment serx ices
Toll -free access to pilot specialist,.
Flight planning assistance
Full-time general aviation lobby
Free Hani/boo/, tor Pilots or Airports USA
Automatic flying -only accident insurance

See your campus rep for AOPA
polo shirt (supplies are lirnitedl

Nina Lynn Nordstrom

Call

1-800-USA-A0PA

924-8070

tor more information

the copy center

IsmimmmEimminwimmumm======mmil

Art arid graphic students can compete to have their original artwork
considered as the poster for the next
James Bond movie, "License Revoked. starring Timothy Dalton.
Cash scholarships of $5.000. $2,500. and $1.000 will go to the top
three winners. Their Ufilierities will
receive private screenings of the
movie.
All entrants will receive two tickets to the film and a poster of the
winning entry.
The judges consist of the film’s
producers and United Artists executives. They will choose winners

be announced by March 31, 1989,
according to Leslie Browand. an in:
tern at I Timed Artists. Entries must
be postmarked by Dec. 15 and received by Dec. 31.
Artwork can be mailed to 007.
Poster Competition; Spnng Green*
Marketing Associates; 110 Greene:
St.; Suite 801: New York City, NY.
10(112.
For a listing of complete contest
rules and applications, students can
write to the above address.

Put all of AOPA resources to work for you for only a 535 annual member.hip tee. Call toll -tree today or contact your AOPA campus representative:

kinkois

YOUR ADDRESS:

based on originality, creativity arid
appropriateness to the James Bond
theme.
The multi -million dollar advertising campaign is sponsored by United
Artists, which has released the IS
previous 007 min ies.
In his lastest adventure. 007 meets
his "greatest challenge to date"
when he takes on a Latin Aniencan
drug lord, according to United Artists’ press release.
"license Revoked- is filmed primarily in Mexico City with additional footage in Mexicali. Durango.
Vera Cruz, Isla Mujeres. Acapulco
and Key West, Florida.
Winners of the scholarships will

By I .isa !Fannon
Daily stall writer

-

Allen Hall
Box .102

ACM

1

AIRCRAFT OWNERS & PILOTS ASSOCIATION

\..\ I

121

it only hurts when you

’1111

’r0
.A4Z

I AI "r1

CONFETTI’S CAFE
AND DANCE CLUB
TONIGHT AND EVERY
THURSDAY NIGHT IS

’4(UNIVERSITY
NIGHT
* 750 Kamikazis
* All Drinks 2 for 1
al

SALLY FIELD

TOM HANKS

PUNCH
LINE
11105E ffd ,tiasni
RESTRICTED CV.
UNDID II ii QUilt s ACCOMPANYING

PARENT DR ADUI T GUARDIAN

opriorilugoiritur

Downtown San Jose’s Hottest new Nightclub for
Modern Music and Top 40 Dancing Music
Dancing Nightly Wednesday - Sunday, 7pm to 2am
121 and over please
CON FETTP3

411
"%mu fti131:NE oximaraTif
gotoresIEW

STARTS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
CHECK YOUR LOCAL PAPER FOR SHOWTIMES.

S. First St. 2nd floor
2 Blocks from Campus

325

(across from camera One)
Parking located at 2nd & San Carlos

(408) 294-1922

11111I11111111
1
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Faculty needed for engineering

All that jazz
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Greg Walton Daily staff photographer
Mel Martin (sat) and Jeff Chambers (bass), jazz musicians from
the group Be Hop and Beyond, jam in front (tithe Student 11 ’M)n.

IRS gets tough on laundering
of drug dealers, tax evaders
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The In- known tax havens where laws proternal Revenue Service has subpoe- tect against disclosure bank account
naed documents on electronic trans- information.
fers to California banks as pan of a
nationwide crackdown on money
The banks are not targets of the inI.iundering by drug dealers and tax vestigation, hut the subpoena noted
evaders, it was reported Wednesday. that Bank of America paid a $4.75
’ The IRS and the Department of million fine in 1986 for failing to rehistice hope to penetrate the multi- port 17,000 cash deposits and transbillion -dollar money-laundering op- fers in excess of $ ()Mini as required
erations of drug kingpins and un- by law. There is no law covering
cover the methods used by tax wire transfers.
evaders to conceal transactions,
aiecording to documents obtained by
IRS officials with the San Franthe Los Angeles Times.
cisco district office, which is con: Records from banks including ducting the California portion of the
Bank of America and the former investigation, said numerous crimiBarclays Bank of California were nal and civil investigations are under
sibpoenaed as part of the effort to way as a result of the records obtrace funds transferred between U.S. tained from the banks over the past
banks and Hong Kong. Panama, the several months.
B’ehamas. the Cayman Islands and
the Netherlands Antilles
- five

Abortion protest
becomes violent
Abortion
ATLANTA(Al’)
protesters prepared for more demonstrations after police arrested more
than 350 of them using get-tough
tactics that organizers blamed for an
injury and caused civil libertarians to
register a complaint.
"I could not believe the level of
brutality that was going on here.
protest leader Randall Terry said
Tuesday as police dragged or carried
protesters who resisted arrest by.
ctawling on hands and knees.
l Wednesday was to be the second
day of Operation Rescue’s four-day
"siege of Atlanta" aimed at temporarily shutting some of the seven
clinics that perform abortions here.
Last summer, the New York -based
gtoup led demonstrations at Atlanta
clinics during the Democratic National Convention, resulting in 700
arrests, three of whom remain in jail.
, In demonstrations Tuesday at
three midtown clinics, 36) people
were arrested, police and Operation
Rescue officials said.
Most clinics followed their usual
sehedule, said Lynne Randall, executive director of one of the clinics.
Most of those arrested were
charged with criminal trespass and
identified themselves as Baby Jane
Due or Baby John Doe, said police
spokeswoman Myrna May. That
identification tactic was used in earlier protests.
At a rally Tuesday night at St.
Jude the Apostle Roman Catholic
Church in suburbs north of Atlanta.
Terry urged about Nat people to join
today’s protests.
But only about 75 people said they
would participate, and remained for
coaching on tactics.
Protesters complained that police
treated them with unnecessary
harshness, twisting arms and fingers
and using pressure -point holds just
under the ears to force them off the
street and into buses. Sonic
streamed or cried as they were taken
aWay.
Police asked the protesters if they
Would walk to the buses before hauling them off when they refused.
Gene Guerrero, executive director
the Georgia chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union, said he
asked the city to abandon pressure point holds.
However, he said, "I’ve been to a
kit of demonstrations and I’ve seen a
lot of police brutality. I haven’t seen
that today."

By Martin Cheek
Gaily staff writer
To keep pace with growing enrollment and new facilities, the School
of Engineering needs about 50 more
instructors by 1992.
Last semester, inure than 2,5(X)
students took engineering courses.
Because of the new $40 million Engineering Building, the school expects even more students to apply in
the future, according to Jay Pinson,
the school’s dean.
Pinson said recent retirements, in
creased student enrollment and new.
modern facilities have caused a
major shortage of teachers.
Instructors in the school agree.
"We’ve already had a problem of
a shortage of professors before the
new building." said Al Heckbert, an
electrical engineering instructor at
SJSU for 25 years. "Now it’s enormously magnified."
A lack of money and teaching prestige are two reasons for the lack of
teachers, Heckbert said.
"Compared to what people can
get elsewhere," he said. "the pay is
not that high.
"Teaching isn’t all that prestigious a job. I think. The reason
we’re here is that we enjoy what
we’re doing."
Faced with low teaching salaries,
most potential instructors choose industrial careers, said John Huang, an
electrical engineering professor.
"Graduates from here with a B.S.
degree make about $33010 (starting
salary)." he said. Industrial jobs
often start with a minimum of $50,000 for engineers with doctorates.
Engineering professors study four
to five years more to earn their master’s and doctorate degrees and
usually start teaching with a salary of
535,000 to $38,000, Huang said.
Peter S. Gwozdz, director for the
center of electronic material and devices, recently left Advanced Micro
Devices to work in the engineering
department.
"I’m fascinated by the challenge:. Gwozdz said. "I guess I can
do more for AMD here than at
AMD. "
Cry% ozdz said he changed from an
industrial job to a career working
with students because he believed
"it will serve the community as a
whole.
"I think people in industry get to
some point where they want to accomplish something in their career
of a Listing nature." he said
Pinson said the lack of engineering students pursuing teaching
careers and less interest in science
has caused the problem.

said he would onsider a career as an
engineering tea. her

"We have one class that people
just standing in against the wall
Is mg to get in." Trinidad said
We had to turn away may be Ill sin
dents

’We’re in the highest technological area
in the world. It’s an outstanding area to
teach and do research.’

were

Pinson,

Jay

25 c
Glass of
Michelob draft *

Dean of School of Engineering

In recent years. secondary schools
have not encouraged students to
study science, he said. Many engineering graduates see better career
opportunities in industry than in teaching.
"We’re in the highest technological area in the world." Pinson said.
"It’s an outstanding area to teach
and do research."
The new Engineering Building
and its labs should attract teaching
staff, he said.
"I think we’re try mg to improve
our ability to recruit... the dean said.
"I’m confident that we’ll get there,
but "cc lust have to make sure we understand the problem and work to
ward solutions."
Expensive local housing
have contributed to the problem.
Pinson said.
"We’re trying to look into poksi
bilities of housing supplements:* he
said.
Pinson suggested that student,
working toward their doctorate,.
teach part-time.
David Nguyen, a senior majoring
in industrial engineering, said many.
part-time professors are "not very
knowledgeable" about sonic of the
courses they teach.
’I think we need none dediedied
instructors in general he said.
Marisa Cahreros. a SCIIIM niajol
ing in Indust’
!ITT. said.
’We do need moii
ic ulty in the
school. Sometimes they overpack
the classes ’
Some clitS, 1.64
dents taught by one teacher. -.he
said, and this effects the qualik
the instruction.
"If a class is popular and studc,,;..
are trying to get in to graduate. they
should add more sections," she said.
Al Young. a senior majoring in
electrical engineering, said he
wouldn’t mind working part time a,
an engineering instructin .
’I think the more logical route is
to work in industry first and conic

hack and teach.’ Y4KIng. said.
Some profe,,or, have worked in
the industry tor a
before re
turning to college lot their master’,
and doctor al degiees, he said
’’There’s probablv a shortage it
qualified instructois." Young said
’I’ve probably had inure had ewer’
ences with part-time instructors
rather than full time.’’
The part-time teachers have coin.
millirem% outside the classroom and
often don’t have enough time for students. Young said.
Joel Trinidad, a senior majoring in
industrial and systems engineering.

I th

the purchase of any sandwo Ii

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE’

’d) E. San Carlos 947-133;
New Hours
Fri -Sat until 11 PM
Sunday 10-6
L With this coupon & SIR! ID

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
TIVOLI AND RIFFS, AT THE SHERATON SILICON VALLEY
EAST IN MILPITAS, HAS THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN OUR
RESTAURANT AND BAR
’FOOD

SERVERS

’ COCKTAIL

BUSSERS

WAITRESSES

’ BARTENDERS

BOOKKEEPER
ASST.
’BANQUET SERVERS

’DOORMAN

rn VO LI
IKESIAURANT

/.21.11.ki

Please apply at TIVOLI
Monday thru Friday 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
The hotel is just off HWY 880 at Montague Expressway
1811 BARBER LANE, MILPITAS, CA 95035
TIVOLI 408/943-1110, RIFF’S 408/943-1414

The Technology Center of Silicon Valley
Presents

HOW DID THEY DO IT?
October 11

November
Dr. Paul MacCready
How You Can Use Muscle and

Dr. Richard Leakey
How We Can Look Back to the Beginning
Dr. Leakey uses his master storytelling talent to
recreate his adventurous excavations into our
evolutionary past. Using slides and his unique
personal perspective, he introduces us to the
oldest and most complete specimen of homoerectus, the 1.6 million year old skeleton of a male
youth, found on a rocky slope above Northwest
Kenya’s Nariokotorme River.

to

James Burke
How Technical Theory Becomes Tantalizing
James Burke asks the question, "Can television
make scientific theory and technical data exciting and understandable?" He provides an inspiring
answer with entertaining annotation to his video
clips from the two popular Burke series, Connections and The Day the Universe Changed.

Sunbeam -

Vehicles

Dr. MacCready takes us with him through his
innovative journeys against scientific tradition
that have led to the creation of both humanpowered and sun-driven vehicles that defy records
and alter our concepts of transportation. Using
video footage of the remarkable achievements
of his unique flying machines and the solar racer,
he inspires us with the power and drama of human
creativity and imaginative vision.

Single Tickets
Available
$18.00 Each

October 27

Power

3

All performances
held at the
Flint Center
begin at
7:30 P.M.

November

17

Lucas Film/Industrial Light& Magic
How They make Magic at the Movies
These 5-time Academy Award-winning leaders
in special effects will bring their models and
state-of-the-art technology out of the shop and
onto the stage to create before our own eyes the
magic that is so believable to us on the big screen.

a

TO ORDER YOUR TICKETS CALL: FLINT CENTER (408) 257-9555 OR
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE (408) 246-1160 OR ALL BASS OUTLETS.
Tech Talks is a project of the Junior League of Palo Alto, Inc.
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he said. "But they keep bouncing
back "
Bosh in nailed California three games to one in the 901 playoffs
and

were true pitch
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game list’ %% hen I ).$ e Hen-

derso n. the n vs ith Boston, homeyed
to lead a lin IOUS
rhe Red Sox
mite back to vs m ilk’ Wiles 4-3.
"I’m pH:du:ling Nev. York and
Boston. two years later." O’Leary
said.

The Meis beat the Red Soviii
seven games during the IRM World
Series
Despite
.151’

Candidate: Tempers heat up over controversial issues

tieing

!tin"’

a

Btaia011

Rioter.

GaiN
’IY,h"..s’ind
. ill oliably he m the :vows the
’ his whole yea’ they ’Sc had
xiinsistent games.’
I lor said
" The Red Sox kicked 1111(1 the play
oils and I’m sure they don’t feel too
good about that."
Knowles said the Red Sox don’t
(lase the pitching to keep the A’s
’it, silerut.
lioston only has
solid pitchIirucei !bust and Roger)
.
ii, a pennant

MI pa

us Long Beach is not a must
win. It should he a good match
because eitherm
tea
ISJSU
Long Beach is capable of beating
the other
Leading the way tor Icing
Beach will he minor outside hitter
Tara Cross Cioss is a two
nand
ahreamtwo
A-llAlink.
enut All
Conference play et .
For the Anteaters. 6-3 senior
middle blocker Kris Roberts w ill
be the main force Roberts was
named the Big \Vest Player of the
Week last week ,ind is the currentl the Big West Conference
career leader in Nis k average
with I $7
The Spartans are scheduled to
play lry me Friday and I one
Beach Saturday’ Roth games vs ill
stair
7:30 p nit
with MO two ’niche! s,
K now le
said
.Fhe A s have already beaten Hurst

and vi ill set their sights on Clemens
tiiday

New test detects cancer sooner

legINIallart while the white people
prospered
"We should W IIIVC 11 and by giving econ lllll
rights back to the
blacks, well he giving them freedom," he said.
"He showed his passion," Ken vs
aid
But others in the crowd voiced opposite passions on the issue,
One student stood up and yelled.
’Remyesting in South Africa would
not help the black people one tiny
bit...
The man. who declined to give his
name but said he grew up in South
Africa said. "The only thing that
would help is a full -out sanction
against South Africa...
The man tried to explain the situation in South Africa. but Sommer interrupted turn.
know the history. fella." Sommer said.
After the speech. Rob Slawtriski.
a freshman majoring in political so
ence. said. "As a politician lie
should come across more positive.
He should answer the questions, not
hex k le hack with negative corn -

/-7’

r,
9-

UPCOMING EVENTS:
OCT. 8, 15, 22,

Nbirt
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(AK DANCING

OKTOBERFEST FOOD

23 OKTOBERFEST
LIVE EUROPEAN BAND:

STUDENT GOVERNMENT)
Now is the perfect time ,to }oin. ApOcations are now
being accepted for the tO110Win§:
. DIRECTOR Of STUDENT IGI-11 AND R
DIRECTOR dEC
STUDENT UNION 80Afio
and many COMMITTEES:

You’d expect the world’s leading international air express network to offer excellent pay and benefits We do! But we do better than that We offer the same

level of wages and benefits (including health, dental and vision care) to our
part-time employees and we have parttime schedules that fit a busy student’s
schedule Current openings include

AIR EXPRESS COURIER

-

At DHL, couriers are key personnel They are our primary contact with our
customers and a major reason DHL enjoys one of the best reputations in
the air express industry In addition to picking up and delivering time-critical
documents and small packages, our couriers are responsible for assisting
existing customers with their shipping needs and for helping develop new
business Clean driving record and age of 21 or older required
If you’re looking for an outstanding way to help finance your education and
get some meaningful work experience at the same time, give us a call at

Judiciary Committee
Personnel Selection
Intercultural Steering
Improvementof InstructiOn

to turn a myth into reality EIDE

AMOZ111 M

261 N Second St., San Jose
r or more information, call 14081295-4484

N

I

WORLDWIDE EXPRESS

41TIES

Athleics Boards LIIMI
; Election Board
Graduate Studielgrot
- Pubk Relations Committee

call us today.10.4,407,1F4sor
The Associated Students 04-6240

408/745-1280.0r send resume/apply in person at: DHL Worldwide Express.
Job SJSU, 562 Weddell Drive *7, Sunnyvale, CA 94089. We’ll tell you how

ilji)ocliburg Von 11; rinania:

A
s Ptcl‘ /?sc6\’91
(Ovy

10 /0 off Nexxus Products

If responsible,
PART-TIME POSITIONS
WITH FULL-TIME WAGES AND BENEFITS
sounds like just another myth-give DHL a call

muumum=mms
OKTOBERFEST SPIRITS
?

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

YOU

\ I XX 1 OR K
Pi
A sim plenitllion AllierICMIS annually, re
ui Inv tcsi that detects bladder cancer searchers say.
at a 11Calable slage maybe used to
help diaviiiise
[he test detects a protein :ism,
and sortie iii
crated with the spread of’ tumors.
the OttiVI
tilill at tlict nearlY

Present this coupon
& receive one FREE
glass of German Beer or wine
with purchase of meal.
OFFER EXPIRES 5/15/89
1 coupon per person

" Since whenn is the child responsi- candidate proposed to increase
merits
cimon..spending
cc
ble for the crime’?" he asked.
growth and reduce
Other students di,dgreed.
"Congress has gone off the deep
"If they Nallt
heckle the candiYet he said he would sign a condate. he has to be able to retaliate," gressional bill supporting abortion in end with spending." Somnier said
said Jason Walker, a minor majoring cases of rape, incest or when a mothHe said he opposed higher spend
in political science, "If the students er’s life is threatened.
lug and supported a balanced budget
can stand up and say that he’s
and fiscal responsiblity.
"It would save many more bawrong. he needs to turn them off and
bies... Sommer said.
Sommer said the Ikniocratic Con
go on with his speech...
On the subject of the deficit, the gress is responsible for the deficit.
Sommer said. "When people
heckle you, what can you do’? You
continue to speak, yell or tell them to
he quiet I’m a believer of politeness
of human behay tor.
c.
"I had no problem with the heck I
cr.," Sommer said.
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
I kspiie the disturbances, Sommer
put across his views on key issues.
TUES. - FRI. 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
One ot Sommer ’s strongest belief.
is that abortion should be outlawed
he bottom line is how many
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
unborn children die without the
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)
guarantee of their right to life.’
Sommer said. It an unborn baby is
actually 1111111iIII alld is aborted with
out due process of law, the right of
l Ile is taken away from them.’
At ten the speech. Sommer said he
philosophically. believed that even in
the case of rape and incest. abortion
WHY AREN’T
should not he granted.

ISN’T IT ABOUT TIME?

"The World’s Express Company"
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SHORTS AND TANK TOPS

20% OFF

’

-

/

I.

GIFTS
CARIBOU MOUNTAINING
BACK PACK SALE
rREG’3/699

,.1

...

ONE STOP
2 FOR 1 PRINTS
MASTERCOLOR 3X

$9.99
CANDY

BRISTLECONE
DAY PACK
ONLY !!!
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q?),

FREE POPCORN
WITH ANY DRINK !!!!

ELECTRONICS

GENERAL BOOKS
SHARP WATCHES
r ,25% OFF

GENERAL SUPPILES

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
XCELLENT QUALITY
PAPERBACKS AT

gee tam

4E2
FRAMES &\\
PHOTO ALBLUMS

25% OFF
TEXTBOOKS
SELECTED MUSIC ----1 / 2 OFF !!!

S

150 and up

1.041-16.0 113

1/2 PRICE
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Reagan OK’d CIA violence
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WASHINGTON (AP)
President Reagan signed intelligence authorizations in 1984 and 1985 giving
’CIA agents broad anti -terrorism
" powers that sonic administration officials saw as "a license to kill,"
according to a published report.
The authorizations "deemed" as
lawful any covert actions
including potentially violent ones
taken
kin "good faith" by U.S. intelligence
:gents against terrorists, according
;Ito a report in Wednesday’s editions
Nit The Washington Post.
The language of the findings
seeniingly was ambiguous, the Post
;said. Actions taken in good faith and
as part of an approved operation
.would be deemed lawful in advance,
but also they "must be" lawful.
..,sources told the Post.
The newspaper quoted a former
White House official, whom it did
not identify, as saying the Reagan
orders were a ’go -anywhere, do -
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mg the language was specifically de
signed to "circumvent the assassination ban" and protect CIA agents
ss ho might take part in foreign strike
teams.
White House spokesman Bob Hall
told The Associated Press he knew
nothing about the findings late Tues
day night.

The Reagan orders
were a ’goanywhere, do
anything,’
authority.

The Post reported that unidentified White House officials said Vice
President George Bush would have
been given a copy of or would have
had access to the findings.
anything" authority .
A Bush spokesman and Bush
The language of the findings
caused disputes among administra- campaign chairman James Baker III,
tion officials, the Post said, because who was White House chief of staff
actions that could be authorized at the time Reagan signed the 1984
under the findings might conflict finding, had no comment, the Post
with earlier presidential executive said.
orders banning any direct or indirect
Congressional intelligence cominvolvement of U.S. intelligence mittees were not informed of the cruagents in assassinations.
cial language in the findings, the reThe Post quoted a source
port said.
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Rapist -murder given death sentence
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A former dog groomer described by police as a "one-man crime wave"
was sentenced to die in the gas
chamber for strangling and raping a
,woman during a robbery four years
ago.
Kevin Bernard Haley, 24, was
sentenced Monday in Superior
Court. He was suspected of killing
as many as 13 women, one of them
9) years old and another 88 years
Old.
Judge Judith C. Chirlin said
Haley, a heavy cocaine user, preyed
on "some of our community’s most
vulnerable members to satisfy his
lust for drugs, for power, for money
and, perhaps, for sex.’’

OW

The ii lines represented "a depravity which is unspeakable," the
judge said.
Haley was convicted June 6 of the
1984 murder of Delores Clement,
55, in her mid -Wilshire district
home.
A jury returned the death penalty a
month later but the same jury deadlocked over whether Haley had murdered another mid -Wilshire area
woman in 1984. It also deadlocked
on attempted rape and oral copulation charges involving a third victim.
Mistrials were declared on those
charges
P011, e
said Haley admitted to

committing six rapes and 53 burglaries.
"To his friends, to his mother and
the other members of his family, he
was a friendly, caring, sensitive person," Ms. Chirlin said. "But when
he voluntarily ingested drugs, and in
order to get money to get drugs, he
became a criminal of the worst sort,
terrorizing and murdering, raping
and sodomizing, robbing and burglarizing. It is from people who
commit these types of crimes that society needs the most protection.’
Haley’s brother, Reginald. 27.
was sentenced previously to 60 years
in state prison plus a life tern, for a
similar string of rapes, kidnapings,
burglaries and robberies.
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WIESBADEN. West Germany
(AP)
A U.S. State Department
official said Wednesday there was
no sign any of the nine Americans
held hostage in Lebanon would he

A
State
Department
team
Wednesday began questioning Mithileshwar Singh. an Indian who was
freed from capti ity in Lebanon on
Monday, in hopes of learning the
Tate it the Amelicans. the Washing-
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Earlier today, doctors said Singh
was "in good spirits- but would
stay in West Germany for another
three ila.
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Future of remaining hostages uncertain
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iit medical test.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DO YOU HAVE COMMON or anal-genital weds, Subpects needed to participate in the study of a new at
perlmental treatment for common
(on hands and or feel) and anal.
genital warts Males and females
lnot pregnant or breast-feeding)
with warts present for at least 6
months Sulftects under 18 years
of age with parental consent No
charge for clinic visits and wart
treatment Subpects must be availsbie for 7 weeks of study for
weekly treatments and for 2 follow-up visits at 3 and 6 months
after study For further inlormalion A to determine It you can
qualify to participate In the st.ly,
please cell 1415)326-4113. 9-5
Mon-Fri , ask for Mrs Holley
Study will be cond.ted at the
Dept of Dermatology, Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center. 751 S. Bea
com Ave . San Jose
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
Vice plans with quality coverage
at allordable prices Cell Mark Fit ice (408)943-9,90 for no obligation quote
PUT

YOUR

CAREER

INTO

HIGH

GEAR’ Register your resume now
with the prof.slonal career program Call (406) 243-4070 for de-

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or
cell (408)371-681i

AUTOMOTIVE
1971

BAJA. 3’ BODY LILT, 16-11cc
dual fort roll cage, must see F x
celisint. $1395 bo. 288-5016

FOR SALE
SIZED COUCH -BED. $100
dudes mattress end set
sheets Call 292-9737

in’
Of

HELP WANTED
AUTOMATED VAC FOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shift
end weekend shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mech or
elec assembly cap or equiv ad in
the sciences or computer prop
citizen We offer
Must be US
Can
reimb
education
100%
415 493,800,415. VARIAN
CHII DC ARE POSITIONS AVAIL ABi E.
$5 to SS hr PT FT positions
Northern Cellfornis Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd. Los Altos Cs
94022 (415) 949-2933, (415) 949/933
acPOOSITION LIGHT
CLERICAL
computer
phones,
counting.
skills helpful, will train Depend1.174.9-5prn,Tue-Th Can disc.,.
pay Call Doreen Id 293-9405
CARE
ated1
COUNSEI OR DIRECT
needed al local residential loci!,
ties for young adults & adoiescents with autism & ritieted
Willies Full time S pad time
poUtIons avallabie Starting $4156 25 hr Call 4443953
DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
XPERIF NC the Associated Student. of SAN JOSE STATE UHT
VERS1TY Your student go.rnwaft:sting
currently
Is
applications for two A S Board
Director of Student
positions
Rights R.ponsIbliftles, and Director of Community Affairs
(tient

Also, positions are avollble on
over 40 committees including
Public Relations, SUMO. Judiciary. Graduate Studios & Child
care Call A S Personnel today at
NM

924-6200
EARN $ IN THE morning, have afternoons FREE’ ht. View publisher needs Pt temp . inside
sales reps for textbook sales to
college professors Call Elizabeth
01 )415)960-3222
IS EARN (PART TIME) $25.000

Are
you health conclous, like talking
to people’ As a dealer this insures your success As management. enpoy motivating
directing your own people Call Mr
Thornhill AM sal 243-9585

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Apply el MARIE CAL LENDER a.
2831 Meridian Ave
FLEXIBLE HOURS -work on campus
The DINNING COMMONS. next to
Joe

West

Hall

is

now

hiring

Openings for breakfast and lunch
shifts Cali 920-1733 or apply in

SERVICE A KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL need. Flexible hours to flt
with your school schedule, will
trein if interested. please call
Karen at CATERING BY COAST.
(008)730-0500
STUDENT ASST NEEDED Or general
clerics’ support in Information
Systems 6 Computing 4 hrs day,
Sfi 50-$7 43 hr
Apply 2nd fir .
Bldg
CC
Position
closes
10 14 88

plegic $65 per weekend Call Don
at 730.1461
IDEAL HOURS

M -F. 1-6 30PM 3-6 30PM. $650 hr
Call Jeanette al 255-3770
TELEMARKETING" Appointment set ling Part lime $200 WK POSSIBL F. DAIL Y CASH Walking dls

SEASONAL
A y.r
round positions available now
Salary lifeguards 05 50-5640 hr
Pool
Managers 57 00-U 60 hr
Call 942-2470

R E. 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Ave . wC ’Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

I OOKING FOR BRIGHT. motivated,
enthusiastic graphic design student interested in an Internship In
advertising Work for credit Great
opportunity for inveluable ewperlence in a real fast paced working
environment Conte. Paul Schal
eel Any Mountain lid.255-6167
SSNEFD CASH, $500 51.0013 stuffing
en.lopos, GUARANTEED’ Rush

telernark 00000 we have 7 openings in our advertising sales department. with a salary of 59 hr
plus bonuses’ If you are caponenc. or not, we have the perfect
lob to fit into your busy iffetyle.
For
Immediate
consideration,
give us a call al 288-6837 EOF

HOUSING

clubs, business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweats, and

BENEFIT

FROM A

packets Quality work at reason/obi* Ntes
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 262-7377.

Monday through Friday 3-9PM
WRITING.

WILLOW GLEN. 2 bdrrn. 2 bath and
unit, many extras, $109,500 (408)
292-3752. BY OWNER

PERSONALS

RESEARCH

5036

PROFESSIONAL

MASSAGE’ Using veriety of the
rapeutic techniquan to bring
about vitality and spirit Spec iallz

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA’

ing

NEW

ZEALAND’

Got

in chronic pain, stress, end
movement dysfunction Sliding

your sitantIon. mate, New tee
land company has openings for

tee scale for the handicapped
Strictly non.xual Call 371-1433

few adventurous Americans on
its under 30 tours of Australia
New Zealand Whitewsier rafting,
selling, dive the great barrier reef’

or 395-3580
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring !or men. usual and formal wear Willow Glen area Call
Karla at 448-5494

Travel and party with the worlds
frlendlleat people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
back’ Its summer !here during our

EDITING
PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality work Reasona-

winter break so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER
TOURS, (415) 9482160, and ask
about the Contiki specials Also

ble fees Call Dee at 292-7029
ELECTROLYSIS’ Professional HAIR
remove!, the only permanent

available

Europa next summer,

Great Trips. Super prices’

AAAA.ACCURACY,

Join WSECU
Your student Credit
Unionbenefits include Tuition.

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACCOUNT ABIL ITT.
ACKNOWL FDGEARIF In typing that’ tops
Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thanks

Books -Computer Loans CompetitIve Savings Rates
Free
Check Writing Cashing
’Many
lecturers Hignover GS1 S ’Valuable Member Privileges Call

and South San Jose Minutes
from SJSU Cell Maureen (408)
227-9419. 9om to 8pm

By appl Chrystal at 923-8461
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. theses, resumes. letters
No Charge minor editing Rates by
page. hour or lob Former legal
secretary Write Type-972-9430
’The Perfect Paper
Low Price,
pick up and delivery available Call (408) 266-201,

AMY FOR

AA. When ovewhelmed by reports to
be typed, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING mom. Graduate and
undergred

Resumes,

term

papers. theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT rotes for undergrada
Available day. eves. weekends by
app, Call Anna at 972-4992
SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available night
end day Rush mobs are my speciality Call Pam at (408) 275-50250,

8AM-9PM

Si 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quid. turneround Al! work guar,
anteed Thanks

reports, resurnes.lettors
group
projects.manuelsthe.s. etc Letter quellty. All formats plus APA
Fr.e disk slorage. SPEI CHFK
.figunctuation.gremmar
assistance All work guaranteed For
that prolesslonal.quIck A dependable worry -free service el its best.
Call PAM al 247-7681 (Santa Clare)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT
FAC
ULTY RATES!

TYPING SERVICE

’A

Reasonable
storage Free
Cali 270-

GO W1TH THE BEST’ Take advantage
Of our expert!. Top secreted.,
eardce for all your WORD pro-

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing

cessing Iveds Graphics, letters,
reports, men.ncripts, resumes,
term papers. theses
Editing,

Laser printer. cassette transcription Theses, burn papers, group
propetts, resumes, etc All tor.
mats Including APA All work

grammar II spell checking All
work done on PS Laser PrInter,
Or printing from your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Speciel

Quick return Almaden Brenham area Phone 2644504

student

rat. Free disk
pick-up and delivery
.1936

(408)225-9009

guaranteed

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY rump

di.ounli Call PrInty
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or
253-WORK

Professional
word-proc.sIng
services with student discounts
*veil.* Offer fast turnaround,
pickup A delivery. grammar editing end guarani. copy Call

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers, Research Proiects. and
grammar.

INFORMATION LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing, research, restones, on-line searching. blbil

Pamela al (408)946-3862 to re
urve your Ilme now

punctuation, sentence structure
on request (APA Turablan. etc)

graphics, quick reference L ibrer
Ian 0111’ MiS Call (408)732-7192

ABSTRACT WE’RE

Resumes

ENTERPRISE

ACADEMIC

(asp

WORD

PROCESSING

resumes repetitive letters. Iranscription Free SPFL GHFK. copy
edit disc storage Quick turn
around Santa Clara Call 146,-

Sci..).

PROFESSIONAL desk

top publishing
word process
utilizing IBM hardwere.HP Ser1.11

with

Thesis specialists Also term pa
pers manuscripts. scr.nplays

sonable rates We’re I ...dep.clabie. glanwner-experlenced College grads, so coil us with papers,
reports, theses
etc at 251-0449

Help

F0111111H English magor with 16 yrs
gexporience Willow Glen area
Phone Mrs Morton at 266-9448

NOT’ Academic

word processing our specialty
Guaranteed
quality
.curacy
Free disk storage proofing Rea-

5825
EVERGREEN

Metier Pepers.ftwaler.umes. reports
group prowls welcome
Rees rates, 7 min frm campus nr

WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus
pickup del Left., qua! Term pa
persgroup protects, th.., re
surnes. letters, etc APA. MLA, Tu

780 610 To ensure yr paper
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-973-2309

rebian formats Qual. guar
yrs eq.. (Call Roz (4011)774-3664
(leave mess..

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
acsdernic.busIness.legel

Laser. Word Perfect 4 2 & orPage

TYPING

tary c.sulatIon by appointment
Call 296-0931"

ALWAYS
ASProfessional word Prore-Thesis,
papers,
Publishing
stones
Desktop
capabilities Serving Evergreen.
ACCURACY

ce.ing

A A-1

SERVICES

assistance
Academic thesis
Ghostwriting All subiects Qualified writers R.urnes Re-writ
Mg Catalog Berkeley (415) 84,

method Ask about the speciel
discount for FAI 1 Complimen-

ROOM 4 RENT in Santa Clara hou.,
pvt entry. $350. Inci ufil, house
pd.!. quiet nhooxl. 964-3353

stamped eddrin.0 envelope to
Boa 002678 50 Port
Mall -Co

T-SHIRTS for froternitles, sororities,

lodes Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair (Chin,
bikini. tummy. rnouslache, etc

TELEMARKETING! GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently has 5 daytime & 3 evening fundraising positions available There Is no selling required’ We are looking for

professional environment. 5 minutes from SJSU For Ihe hardcore

at reasonable rates Call Desir.
or Phil et 270-8960 .922-7359

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using Chemical Pepin -

AAA

SURED

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party, wane got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music

SERVICES

price ’Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Care Gwen Cheigren

IMMEDIATE PART TIME positions in
printing co Nights A weekends,
flexible hrs. UNICOPY. 744-1744
ask tor JOHN

815 and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL

for your wedding party or dance

voice & personality Call RICH at
998-4526

$425 to $12 hr. or commission,
bonuses, contests. vecetiona A

947-7773 or drop by our office at

sage. left by others You don I
have to do It alone Som.. special is waiting to rn.t you Hurry’
Call today’ Must be over 18 years
any toil
S2

ante from campus Afternoon 6
evening shifts available Good

motiveted individuals who wont
to make
difference In peoples
lives We offer folio, pad time positions ExtreiNify flexible schedules. dvancemonl opportunities.

Classified

nors are also available You may
choose to leave your own message or hear six different mes-

15. discount to students and fayulty Call before December 31,
1986 end gel your first appt al 1 2

GUARANTEED SAhr
Make up to S11 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose of lice Mon -Fri 5 30-9 00 PM Sat 91PM Call Duncan at 980-0402

LIFEGUARDS

NOW THERE IS A
FAST and easy way to meet quality
people
foe
romance
or
friendship Soclei and sports pert

TEACHER ELEMENTARY DAYCARE
supervisor immediate opening,

person
WEEKEND MEI P FOR Male clued.-

BOARD

transciption Fsperwoced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

i25

processing needs

Term papers

PGEWISE

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have MA in English, 5 yrs guip and haunting obsession with doing K right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP 11 DELIVERY
Students. faculty, writers. Welness prorl, Expd with ESL writ
ens FM rewrite too
Wise’ (408) 732-0645

Gel Peg.

AAAAAA HUH’ I m back again’ This
year. call a typist who is exp..
enc. In ALL formats Including
APA(NURSING DEPT
for ALL
your typing needs 1 THESES)
Call Linda The Write Type, 7231714, San Jose.8AM-10P61. MooSal p-u del nonce daily
WORD

PROCESSING. 16.17.6, re
sums’s, manuscripts. form letters
Experienced professbnal
Fr.
SPELLING CHECK disk storage
Call 998-8621

land, Or 97202
SECRETARY
necessary

w car no experience
57 hr flesibla hours

Real Estate. Sunny.ia, 732-4443
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full end part time positions, all shifts No esportence
needed We train Apply Mon -Fri
8 AMSPM. 280 Meridian Ave . San
Jose
SECURITY RECEPTION. 56-57 hr No
experience necessary. full A part
time We are looking for outgoing
social people to work at high tech
companies in Silicon Valley Aii
shifts avail We offer medical dental ins, weekly pay, nor -uniform &
blazer uniform positions, vacation pay, reg increases. credit
union

&

immediate permanent

placement

Apply between flom
Spin Mon-Frl at VANGUARD. 3212
Scott Clod. Santa Clara (between
San Tomas & Olcoil)
SENIOR

STENOGRAPHER

CI FRIV

01940-12363 rno
1PPro4".140
Typical duties include faking dictation, machine transcription, typing and operating standard offIc
machines Incumbents are fie
queerly required to meet and
serve the public Requires high
school plus trir.131yr. Of carted
stenogrophk end clerical work
Typing speed of 50 wpm, Shorthand speed of 100 wpm APPLY
City of San Jose Personnel Dept,
ROI N First , Room 207, San Jose
C 95006 (408)277-4205 F 0 E

IIMMINIMIMMIIMIIIMIMMI

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 30 *0 00 PM, Campus Christian
Canter. 10th A San Carlos For
more info about other actIvilles

Print Your Ad Here

I.

, Count approvmately 30 letters and spares tor each toe,

Ad Rates

call Father Rob leper or Sister
Judy Ryan at 798-0204

Minimum three lines on one day

DISCREET. WASHAEll E VINYL decal
Reminds "h. to put down the

One

toilet seal Send 52 to OK Productions. P0 Box 360190 Milpitas. Ca 95035 DO IT TODAY"
Et FCTROI YSIS
CI INIC-Unwanted
hair removed perrna.nlly Contid.tlal by appointment only, 247.
74118, 335 S Baywood Ave Son

II 6 tines

$5 50

$1 00

$640

$660

$1 15

$750
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Four
Days

$3 90
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$480
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$570
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$700

$7 30

$6 55

$7

$7 90

$8 10

50

Each
Extra
Day

Five
Days
$S 75

Two
Days

ach Additional t 1111’ Add $

Jo.
EXAM FILES trm Professors through
out the USA Evan, problems w
tho professors own detailed solo
lions Available for 8 Engineering
courses. FIT Calculus, General

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
q

10
1 Lines 570 00
ines 550 00
15 Plus Lines 590 00

Phone__

Address

Phone 921.3277

and Organic Chemistry Physics.
more 20 different bodge available if Spartan Bks (downstairs)

City 8 State

& Roberts Bookstore
UTHFRAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening et 10 00 PM et
Campus Christian Center. 101h &
San Carlo. For more information
ebout activities, call R.

Norb

Firnhaber at 296-0204
MAI F GRAD STUDENT mid 705. 6
seeks shy. avg lkng down to earth
co-ed to brighten an otherwise
dull routine Call 415-655-6382

THE

4011-9715-2002
SOUTH RAY
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111,1.ti

1 or

Circle& Classifiution
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
Announcements

Help Wanted

Classified Desk Located Inside D8N208

Personals
OR CASH TO

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Stereo

Typing
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A little ove

Eric Lindley Daily staff photographer
Demetrius FA ans. a senior in accounting looks on as Mow gli, a python, gives Mantle Iturok, a freshman in business, a kiss.

Housing
root

’Nobody feels too
sorry for students.’

he terribly evi. lied and pleased about
the recommendation. but there are
no other alternatis es "
Although it may seem that stuSteve Ferry,
dents would benefit from low-inTask force member
come housing much of it would not
be built around campus. Brownstein
said.
However. the task force will recommend that higher density. mixed - nit, Ferry said.
income housing be built along transThe decrease in moderate Income
housing Mily discourage p? lessors
portal ion corridors .
Housing costs will eommue to in- from taking iohs ii SJSU. is hiCh
crease in the downtown area due to would ultimatels affect the student
gentrification. which w ill eventually boils .1.elis said.
nsiem said moderate income
push out loss -income indis iduals and
is salculated at 100 percent of the
families. Brownstein said.
!ask force member Steve Ferry median income in San Jose, which
said
students were probably equals S47,400 a sear for a familx of
not conskieled because SJSU is rec- four.
Ferry. an SJM’ alumnus. said he
ogin/ed as a commuter school Also.
most students come from middle -and supports the university and thinks
upper -middle -income families, he students and staff could benefit trom
making their housing needs known
said.
"Nobody feels too sorry for stu- to the council.
The task force will also suggest
dents.’’ Ferry said. "They’re able to
get a job once they get out of col- that San Jose seek additional res enue. to 1111:11K.V loss income housing
lege."
another view, the recom- in addition to the redevelopment
F
mended 35 percent cutback on mod- funds. One suggestion was that the
erate -income housing subsidies may city impose a fee of SI per square
ids et -Is affect the 5.151’ commu- foot for new iti e.imimsirimction

Child care
t tom page I
statement by Vice President George
Bush that the average family income
has increased. But Halley said the
nundwr of hours worked has also increased
He said workers have also taken a
cut in pax for the past eight years.
"The gosemment has some responsibilities toward parents because
it is benefiting from them being in
the work force, he said.
San Jose City Councilwoman
Susan Hammer said San Jose has a
,
..ire
ii Id care is not just a woman’s
oncern." Hammer said. "Child
,..ne needs more visibility , education
and advocacy.’’
Hammer said the city recently
hired a child-care coordinator to help
increase the number of programs.
"We are one of few cities that has
a full-fledged office of child care.’
she said.
The city has exempted family day
care providers front paying a $150
annual business license tax to ease
their financial burdens.
Churches and schools providing
child care on site are now exempt
from paying a $1.600 licensing fee
required in the past.
Hammer also suggested requiring
developers to make provisions for
child care in buildings now under
construct ion.
"Both public and private companies proy ide all sorts of employee
benefits. including medical and den
tal but theie is nothing more bask.
than pros isling sire for one’s chit
dren.’’ Hammer said
American .5 is ings and Loan is
one of the less ompanies that pro ides ehild cart.’ fir its employees.
Child Care Director Lu Calkins
discussed the lending institution-,
program and of fend suggestions to
the audience tor planning its own.
"We teal i/ed the need for quaint)
child sate mi Si h.sk ton, so we started
a pri4ii center tun hs the corporation
itself.- Calkins said
’Fhe company otters a convenient
program for emplosees with children
and uses the center as a tax write off.
Calkins said.
In the oast, sonic child care centers has e had complaints from the
community about program quality.
The ieeent McMartin case. in
which .1 das care owner and various
empk my ccs were charged with sexual
abuse. prompted the establishment
of a ,A:1011.11,1.! .W.Clit:!, to help prevent similar situations, according to
speaker Rands Kellen.

often dying in the process.
’We were hasicalls assigned to
harass them... Steffens said. "We
-I’d lust drii4 ii deliheiatelx did what they did to us. We tinned
scare women .155,1,
Steffens said. their trails. sahotaged their installa-I lust souldn’t stand the thought of tions and poisoned their water
gettillg close to anyone. I asinded it
holes.’’
because getting close, in the past.
Steffens has no regrets about killhas meant the possibilitv of losing ing people. He did a .job that was asthem since they could’ve been signed to him.
killed
But toward the end of his tour in
Alter a couple of suicide attempts Vietnam. he did feel sonic guilt
and a long bout with alcoholisim.
"Eventually. I started killing peoSteffens has just learned what has ple at a very close range.- Steffens
been wrong all these years.
said. "To smell and hear the sounds
-When it came to killing people of bullets puncturing flesh and hones
the is .11. I used to think there was was not a very pleasant feeling. It
nothing to ii since it was my job," was more personal. and sou could
Steffens said "But even though I see the terror and team in their eses."
did my toh well. I didn’t realize the
In 1983. Steffens liyed in the
psschological consequences that woods in the Santa Cm/ mountains
come along with it It wasn’t OK to to escape the pressures of lite. That
kill people."
brought temporary whet. hut soon
Steffens was assigned to long the woods began to look like the junrange patrol
a more stressful situ gles of Vietnam.
alit in than other combat veterans
He started drinking again. and
’the soldiers in the range patiol then sought professional help Since
found and reported on enemy troops. 1985. he’s returned to cis ili/ation
Relationship, ill’, that
pr.qed to he din), mit mr Stroh:I,

-

’In at least half the
countries of the
world, people are
locked away for
speaking their
minds’
Amnesty

International
"’port

tect prisoners. nyhts.
It added: "More than ever before
in world history. governments are
exposed to the glare of international
publicity
the greatest weapon we
have

and the Commotions

MAINSTREAM
Featuring the hit single "My Bag"
Plus
"From the Hip," "29," "Mainstream," "Jennifer She Said,
"Mister Malcontent," "Sean Penn Blues," "Big Snake,"
"Hey Rusty," "These Days."

tpoUgIt’
haurit\f/g,nngs
songs-’ oni

tk.lat range I.
-Ns,
love, WI
NOS, tc)
pit av

OCIU

"oljand\ er

SCCIal’t MUS\nCto
ttig Sdo VI

-

eart\-1 and
access\b\e’

$6?.?assee $129
CD

COCTEAU PNINS
BLUE BELL KNOLL

"We deal with complaints about
common care facilities, but we pre,
ref hearing .111sl1ems. Kellen said.

Featuring the title cut "Blue Bell Knoll"

and now. lives with a roommate.
"I’s e known Bill for three years
now and haw to admit that he’s the
most honest person I’ve ever met:.
:111.1
Karen Asher. his roommate.
"He has remarkablx improved, and
his mother said he’s becoming the
person he was before he went to
war
Stolen, will graduate in December, hut he’s not marching in the ceremony Fle still dislikes being in the
spotlight.
I ’se finally reached a resolution
with III% ‘Wit
Steffens said. "Thew
were mans mistakes and senseless
things that happened hack then, hut
now I know: why. It wouldn’t have
been as had if they let us talk about
it. Isen though it happened long
agi. and it is is negative in the eyes
of mans . we needed to talk about our
experience.
"The war was over, but we just
needed to know that it was OK to
"

Amnesty International charges the United States
and other 134 countries with human rights abuses
LONDON ( Al’i
Amnesty In
ternational Wednesday accused a re
cord 135 nations of abusing human
rights in its annual report. hut it
hailed the creation of more than I,
18/0 human nghts groups as well as
new laws to protect prisoners.
The violations charged by the
human nghts group in its report in
elude execution of a mentally re
tarded man in the United States and
killing of unarmed Afghan civilians
by Soviet and government troops.
Amnesty said the list of offenders
for 1987 was the longest it has published since the organization was
founded in 1961. Amnesty, which
won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977,
recorded abuses last year in more
than 80 percent of the 159 U.N.
member states.
lint it said it was encouraged by
the emergence of more than 1.000
human rights groups in recent years
and the proliferation of laws to pro -

LLOYD COLE

Kellen is the ombudsman in the
new
California
Child
Care
Ombudsman Program. His office
g is es information to the public about
child care, ins:haling licensing requirements. famils siolence protection and common haiards in the
home.

Veteran: Vietnam war still haunts many
team pave I

Visit Rainbow’s 5 Newest Stores in
Berkeley. Emeryville, West Portal, Mountain View and San Leandro!

It said at least 760 political prisoners were executed in 39 countries in
1987 hut estimated the number probably wits much higher because of secret executions. It also reported that
governments used a sanety of methods to deflect criticism, including
death squads in I.atin America.
The 278 -page report said: "In at
least half the countries of the world,
people are locked away for speaking
their minds, often after trials that are
no inure than a sham. In at least a
third of the world’s nations. men.
women and even children are tortured. In scores of countries, govern MVO% pur<ue their goals by kidnapping and murdering their own
citi/ens."
The report cited the United States.
where 25 prisoners were put to death
last year. tor executing John Brogdon, a man diagnosed as mentally
retarded.

Plus
"Athol-Brose," "Carolyn’s Fingers," "For Phoebe Still A Baby,"
"The Itchy Glowbo Blow," "Cico Buff," "Suckling The Mender,"
"Spooning Good Singing Gum," "A Kissed Out Red Floatboat,"
"Ella Megalast Burls Forever."
CocteAl
s1-irnusi_
trtei e nds withu
the echoes of
distant
and

exotic.
This
oceanic
trance
-music

piumbs the
deepest
feelings
because.
idealizes
the

moS t primal
experience."

$ 99 $
Lp and Cassette

111

99
CD

Sale ends Oct. 13th while quantities last

on’t forget to check Rainbow’s Everyday Specials:
Budget Tapes 3
and Bargain CD’s $799

REC RDS
(C’

Available at all 32 Rainbow Records Stores

including:

CUPERTINO
FREMONT
MILPITAS
MOUNTAIN VIEW
VALLCO
SANTA CRUZ
REDWOOD CITY
SAN JOSE

PALO ALTO
WESTGATE

